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This guicle n7as preparecl from three successive presentations of a 
course in introcluctory space science offered by .the Columbin Univer- 
sity Summer Session, uncler the clirection of Professor TVilliam A. 
O~~yens, to  talented public school students in New York City. Tlie course 
was offerecl to selectecl 11th ancl 12th graders in the summer of 1965 
and to  7th, 8t11, and 9th graders in 1966 aiicl 1967. Tlie course was also 
taught to  one honor class and to t~x7o average ninth-grade classes a t  
Rye High School, Rye, N.Y., in the 1966-1967 school year. Some of the 
material also has been usecl in mldergracluate classes of the Columbia 
ITniversity Sulnnler Session. 
Finally, the material Tvas presented to a group of 20 New Yorlr State 
teachers, in a 6-week graduate course at Coltmlbia Uiiiversity in the 
summer of 1967, under the sponsorship of the New York State De- 
pal-tment of Eclucation and Columbia University. The teachers were 
particularly helpful in clevelopiiig bibliographic allel clenionstratioi~ 
material. TVitll this new inaterial ailcl suggestions illacle by the class, 
Malcolnl T1~0111pso11, the instructor, preparecl this npdatecl and im- 
provecl draft. 
The follozoi~~g incliuidtcnls co?zt?*ibuted to  the p~%oject:  
Dr. Robert Jastrow, Director, Goclclarcl Institute for Space Stuclies, 
NASA ; alicl Acljtulct Professor of Geophysics, Coltunbia University 
Dr. William Hoffman, physicist, Godclarcl Institute for Space Stucl- 
i s ,  NASA 
Dr. Patrick Thadcleus, physicist,, Goclclarcl Institute for Space Stud- 
ies, NASA ; and Acljunct Assistant Professor of Physics, Columbia 
TJniversity 
Dr. ,Jay Ericlison, Associate I'rofessor of Natural Sciences, Teachers 
College, Colmnbia TJniversity 
Mr. Malcolm Thompson, science teacher, Rye High Scl~ool, Rye, 
N.Y. 
Mr. James Witt, science teacher, Lakeland High Scl~ool, Shrub Oak, 
N.Y. 
Mr. Colton Tullen, instructor, Science Education Depart,ment, 
Teachers College, Columbia University 
Miss Judith Matejka, ediitor 
Dr. William A. O~vens, Director of the Sulnmer Session, Columbia 
University, Project Coordinator 
Mr. Myrl H. Ahrendt, National Aeronautics and Space A h i n i s -  
traition, Project Officer 
The New York State teachers participating in the 1967 Sui~imer Ses- 
sion course in space science were: Donald Ashman, Michael Cascio, 
Elizabeth Cla~~el ,  Paul Fillenbaum, Pasquale Gazzara, Elaine Gottes- 
man, Howard Hellman, Robert ICnodt, Stanley ICrinsky, Rose ICucz- 
ma, B a r ~ y  Liebaum, Reginalcl Mattlle~vs, John Miletich, Shirley 
Nunes, Joseph Sferrazza, Harry Singer, Andrew Turchinsky, Sonya 
Vikers, Edwina IITalsh, ancl Geraldyne TYhite. 
A. SPACE SCIENCE, 
A UNIFIED PRESENTATION OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES 
Space science is concernecl ~vitll basic probleills in science that can 
be stuclied with the aid of esperinlents carriecl out in space in a manner 
that is neitller possible nor feasible by means of ground-based tech- 
niques. The techniques and tl~eoretical concepts of space science are 
drawn primarily froill physics, astronomy, the Earth sciences, ancl 
biology: but the problems which make up its substance are interdis- 
ciplinary in character. Tlle major problems of space science center 
around cleveloping an understanding of the origin ancl evolution of 
the universe, the formation of stars and pl'anets, the origin of the solar 
system, the structure of the Earth as a planet, the atmospheres of the 
Earth and other planets, and the conclitions in the history of the Earth 
and its atmosphere that relate to the origin of life on the Earbh and the 
probability of extraterrestrial life. 
The accoi~lpanying uide cuts across the barriers that separate a num- 
ber of disciplines included in the inoclern organization of science. Al- 
though each discipline is an independent stream of research to the 
scientist ~vorking in the field, all illniilinate a number of central prob- 
lems. These problems are the identification of the basic forces that 
govern natural events ; the role playecl by these forces in controlling tlie 
large-scale structure of the universe ancl its evolution in time; the inter- 
play of forces involved in the forillation of stars ancl galaxies; the 
origin of planets, sucli as the Earth, around the stars; the evolution of 
planets and their atmospheres; and the origin of life. 
The following chronology inclicates the succession of clevelopinents 
by n-hicll boundaries of the k n o ~ ~ n  ~ - o r l d  have been pushed back by 
scientific efforts in the last three centuries. Successively, since the 15tli 
century, inan has been forced to accommodate himself to the notion 
that the Earth is one of several similar planets circling around the 
Sun ; tlmt the Sun is one of many similar stars in the sky ; that bhe Sun 
is an average member of a fanlily of 100 billion stars clusterecl in the 
Milky Way galaxy ; and that, as  as discovered about 40 years ago, 
this huge gdaxy is only one of a large number of galaxies scattered 
uniformly through all the regions of space within range of telescopes. 
The enlargement of man's horizons in space and time, and the descrip- 
tion of the physical events ancl forces which are believecl to have led 
to the formation of the Earth and to the clevelopinent of life on it, are 
fundamental intellectual contributions that science has inade to the 
Western World-conti~ibntioils which will be of ithe greatest interest 
to the general student. 
B. ORGANIZATION OF THE GUIDE 
The guide consists of the follo~ving six units: 
I. Measurement, Distance, and Size in Astronomy 
11. Atoms, Spectra, and Stars 
111. Atomic Nuclei and Stars 
IV. The Solar System 
V. The Origin and Evolution of Life 
VI. RiIotion, Rockets, and Gravity 
Each unit is divided into the following parts : 
a. A list of the understandings that a student should have after 
completing study of the unit 
b. A topical outline of the material in the unit, with expositions, 
tables, demonstrations, and activities inserted where appropriate 
c. A list of sample questions 
d. Problems and projects for further exploration 
e. Audiovisual aids 
f. An annotated teacher bibliography 
g. An annotated student bibliography 
C. SUGGESTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE GUIDE 
The gnicle has been clesigned so that it inay be usecl in the secondary 
school or in the first 2 years of college to present a series of units 
in space science, or to supplen~ent standard science and n~atl~ematics 
courses. 
TO PRESENT A Each of the units is basically self-contained. However, in general they 
SERIES OF UNITS require aclclitional lino~i-ledge IT-hich may be obtained by a stncly of the IN SPACE 
earlier oilits, from the context of another course, or by a study of 
/' the nlaterial listecl in the bibliographies. TYhen a teacher uses the 
units as the basis for a unified presentation of space science, the sub- 
ject unfolds in a logical sequence through the six ~ulits. The inaterial 
in the guicle covers a range of difficulty levels. Much of the guicle has 
been usecl successfully wit11 ninth-grade students. On the other hancl, 
i~iost of the lunits, ~ ~ ~ l l e n  treated in deptll, will be challenging to stucleilts 
in the 11th ailcl 12th grades, and would be suitable for inclucling in 
begiilning science courses in  tlle first 2 years of college. 
TO SUPPLEMENT The guicle, Table of Contents, and supporting illaterials have beell 
armngecl to illalce i t  conrrenient for the teacher to select topics for  the 
- - 
enrichment of existing science and mathematics courses n~ i th  inaterials 
froin space science. The following discussion shows how inaterial froill 
the guicle can be used to suppleillent stanclarcl topics in  courses in 
physics, mathematics, chemistry, ancl biology. Ill fact, this use of the 
guide inay represent its greatest value to illany teachers. 
A logical way to show how material in the guide can be nsecl t o  enrich 
an existing course ~ ~ o u l c l  be to make a cletailecl outline of the course 
ailcl then list the topics in the guicle ~ ~ d ~ i c l l  fit illto each part. How- 
ever, froill a practical vie~~-point,  there is 110 way in which a cletailecl 
outliae can be macle which will fit all, or ere11 a minute fraction of, 
existing courses. 
Althougl~ certain topics are coillilloil to  high. school courses i n  science 
a t  a given gracle level, there is mnch  ariati ti on in details in courses 
presenteel in clifferent schools, or even in the same school. Textboolrs 
vary in tlle selection, organization, ancl clevelopment of content. Seine 
textboolrs hare a 'Li~iodern" orientatioil; others are traclitiollal in  na- 
ture. course syllabus may be baseel upon several texts. Teachers 
vary in their tmining ailcl interests. Stuclents also vary in  interest 
ailcl competence. 
I n  the light of the many rariables illentioiled abo1-e, i t  seeinecl best to 
arrange the Table of Contents so that it displays in  detail the topics 
in  the guide. The teacher can then, alnlost at a glance, iclentify topics 
n-hich may be investigated for use as eilrichnleilt of stanclarcl topics 
in  stanclard courses. 
The follo\~-ing outline presents sereral suggestions for snl~plewentarg 
uses. It is not intenclecl to be esl~austive. I t  inclicates t o  the teacher 
a iluinber of possibilities for  ei~richmei~t use. 
a. Physics 
Textbooks vary in  tlle emphasis given to measnrement, tllougll 
an ~u~clerstanclinp of the nat~lre nncl use of ineasurecl clata ancl 
of various units of measure is basic to practical vorli. Pew text- 
boolrs even inentioil the metliocls ancl units usecl in nleasuring as- 
a ion. troiloinical clistances. Unit I supplies this inform t' 
Althougl~ spectroscopy is a stanclarcl unit, few elenlentary pl l~sics  
textbooks apply i t  to  a stncly of the stars. The  use of tlle cliffrac- 
tioil grating in  spectroscopes is rarely inentionecl. Iilfornlatio~l 
on these topics is found in Unit 11. 
Uiiit I11 will help tlie teacher apply a stncly of nuclear reactions 
to an  uiiderstanclillg of the physics of the interior of stars. 
Raclioactive decay is likely to be stnclieci in physics. I t s  use in 
dating tlie Ear th  is explainecl in Unit IV.  
Many physics textboolrs barely toucli upon the subjects of plan- 
etary and satellite motion, bell,zvior of rockets, aiicl the gravity 
forces of bodies other tlian the Earth. Unit  V I  gives an intro- 
duction to these very interesting topics. 
b. Mathematics 
Basic to niost work involviilg applications of matl~einatics is an  
ui~derstanding of the nature of measurement, units of measure- 
ment, scientific notation, ancl how to compute \\-it11 apl)roxi~nate 
data. RiIaiiy textbooks give inaclequate treatinent of these topics. 
Explaining Eratostheiies' rnetlioci for  measuring the Ear th  is a 
good exercise in geometry. Showing the relationship of the parsec 
to the racliaii is a challenge for  the aclvai~cecl stuclent. These topics 
are iiitroclucecl in Unit I. 
Applications of the inverse square law will be fotulcl in various 
places in the guide. 
The stncly of half life in Unit I V  provides an opportunity for 
d r a ~ ~ i i i g  anci analyzing a gmph. 
Tlie material in Unit V I  is especially clialle~iging in mathen~atics. 
Stnclents can compute orbital velocities and periods, escape 
velocities, the final velocity of a rocket or  launch vehicle, ancl 
tlie like. Tlle teacher will find the boolis listed in the Teacher 
Bibliogmpliy to be of great assistailce in  cleveloping this 
material. 
c. Chemistry 
T l ~ e  cliscussion i a  Uiiit I of the use of nlagnitncles to measure 
astroi~omical distances and the fact that certain stars always have 
the sanle absolute magnitude  ill be of interest t o  chemistry 
stuclents. 
Tlie cliscussion of atoniic structure can be greatly expanded by 
the use of materials in Unit 11. Tlie construction and cdibration 
of a, diffraction-grating spectroscope will aclcl interesting niaterial 
to the usual work on spectroscopy. Tlie spectroscope can then be 
used to analyze some stellar spectra. 
Unit I11 gives aclditiond iiiforinatioi~ on atoinic reactions in the 
stars, l i o ~ ~ ~  elements are lnacle in stars, ancl application of tlie 
gas laws in stellar e~rolntioii. Cosniic ab~u~clance of eleilients is 
introdncecl. An example of a thougl~t  l~rovoliing question is : 
14Tl~y clo compounds appear in stars in spectral classes IT: aiicl Mi! 
I n  Unit I V  radioactive decay is relatecl to fincling the age of the 
Earth. The cliei~listry of planetary atmospheres is introduced. 
Unit V presents tlie chemical coilclitioi~s for  tlie origin nnd 
evolutioil of life. 
Unit V I  presents such questions as ~1711y the energy released varies 
\\lit11 cliffereilt co~llbiilntio~ls of oxiclizer and fuel. 
d. Biology 
Units 111 nilcl IV  illtrocluce theories of the origin of the universe 
and trace the development of nlatter fro111 the synthesis of 
elellleilts in stars to the f ~ ~ ~ l ~ a t i o n  of the Earth, nccorultiiig for 
the nbunclance of e l e ~ ~ ~ e n t s  ecessary for  the origin of life. 
Tillit I V  preseilts the environmental conclitions neeclecl for the 
maintei~tlnnce of life on n planet. 
Unit V cuts broadly across biology courses and nlay be usecl 
effectively to iiitrodnce the question of extraterrestrial life. 
Tlie teacher wlio carefully reads the following cletailecl Table of 
Coiltellts \\.ill find inally nclclitional topics \vllich call be used to 
reinforce or enricll liis present science courses. 
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MEASUREMENT, DISTANCE, AND SIZE IN ASTI&.QNBMY 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
At the conclusioil of this unit the student should have the following 
understandings : 
1. The measurement of small and large objeots or quantities 
2. A limited knowledge of statistical handling of data 
3. The metric system 
4. Triangulation 
5. Parallax nieasurement 
7. The scale of the solar system 
8. Stellar inagnitucles and the inverse square lam 
Experience has sho~vn that these ullderstandings are basic to success 
with this guide. Pupils in the lower secondary grades will likely need 
review of the elementary ma~tl~ematics of measurement. Some topics 
will be new to nearly all high school students and to many college stu- 
dents. The teacher should omit any topic in which he knows his stu- 
dents to be proficient. 
A. NATURE OF MEASUREMENT 
APPROXIMATE DATA Practically all data in science come from measurement. Since no meas- 
urement is exact, all numbers obtained from measurements are 
approximations. Exact nuinbers are obtained only in the relatively 
few instances in ~v-vhich itenis can be counted. Precision in measurement 
requires the careful use of appropriate instruments and units of meas- 
ure. The measuring systein must be equally well adapted to  itenis 
which are extremely small or extremely large. 
Dell~ol~strntioi; I-\l INSTRUMENTS FOR MEASUREMENT 
Materials : meter sticks ; 12-incl~ rulers ; micrometer caliper ; steel 
ineasuring tape; speedometer from a car or bicycle; transit; ancl per- 
haps devices for nleasuring voltuln~e, weight, ma~~elength, electrical 
current, light intensity, and radioactivity. Every device shorn11 is 
briefly explained and demonstrated. 
SIGNIFICANT FIGURES All figures that indicate the precision or accuracy of a measurement 
are said to be significant. Thus, if 239,000 and 140,000 are each correct 
to the nearest thousand, each auinber contains three significant figures. 
Zeros are significant if they indicate the degree of precision or accuracy, 
but not if they merely locate the decimal point. When approximate 
numbers are added or subtracted, the result must be rouncted off so that 
it has the same precision as the least precise of the numbers. When 
approximate numbers are multiplied or divided, the result must be 
rounded to the least number of significant figures in any number in the 
computation. Special rules apply for powers, roots, and averages. 
SCIENTIFIC NOTATION Computation with very large numbers, as in the measurement of stellar 
distances, and very small numbers, as in the measurement of atomic 
distances, is facilitated by the use of scientific notation. N~ulilbers are 
expressed as powers of 10, with only one digit to the left of the decimal 
point. The total number of digits used indicates the precision of the 
meastulrement and therefore the number of significant figures. Each of 
the follo~ving numbers has three sigilificant figures. 
B. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT 
A set of measurements can best be described and discussed if me know 
some of the statistical ineans of evaluation. 
AVERAGE 
DEVIATION 
RANGE 
Activity 1-1 
I f  n measurements have been made, the arithmetical average or meall 
is obtained by dividing the sum of all n ineasurements by n. 
The difference between a measurement and some value n., such as the 
average calculated froin the data, is called deviation. 
The difference between the largest and the smallest values in a collec- 
tion of measurenlents is the range. 
STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
(May be used as an assigiment or a quiz.) 
The values obtained from 1895 through 1965 by astronomers for the 
distance from the Earth to the Sun, called the astronomical unit (AU) , 
are given below. Students are aslrecl to compute the average, the range, 
and the deviation of each value from t,he average. 
Date 
1895 
1901 
1921 
1928 
1931 
1933 
1941 
1950 
1950 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1961 
1965 
AU, millions of miles 
93.28 
92.83 
92.91 
92.87 
93.00 
92.91 
92.84 
92.977 
92.915 
92.874 
92.876 
92.9251 
92.960 
92.956 
92.957 
Why are there more significant figures in the measurements from 1950 
on? The value of 92,957,000 iniles (149,600,000 kilometers) mas adopted 
by the International Astrononlical Union in 1965. 
C. MEASURING ORDINARY DISTANCES 
Students will better understand the nature of measurement, the use 
of instruments for measurement, the problenls of obtaining precise 
measurements, and the like if they measure some cominon objects. 
Activity 1-2 
Activity I 3  
Activity 1-4 
22 
MEASURING A SMALL DISTANCE 
The students are given the opportunity to estimate the thickness of a 
sheet of paper and then devise a method for measuring it. A good 
method is to take a pack of about 200 sheets, measure the thickness 
of the pack, and then divide by the number of sheets. The k c h e r  
sliould check the sheet thickness beforehand, if l~ossible, ~v i th  l,z inicronr- 
eter caliper. A statistical analysis of results may be made to show sig- 
nificant figures, mean values, deviations, and the like. 
MEASURING A LARGER DISTANCE 
This ,aotivity may take place in the school parking lot. The students 
use meter sticks to  measure the lengths of vaiious models of auto- 
mobiles for various years. Groups of students should be assigned to 
different makes or models, The measurements nlay be checked against 
data obtained from local car dealers, and statistical -analyses made as 
in Activity 1-2. 
CONVERSION IN ENGLISH SYSTEM 
(May be used as an assignmen't.) 
The students are directed to convert t,he average values from Actiui- 
ties I-l, I-a, and 1-3 into inches, feet, yards, and miles. 
12 inches=l foot 
3 feet= 1 yard 
1760 yards=5280 feet= 1 mile 
The students may need help in deciding whether to multiply or  divide 
to get the proper unit. 
D. THE METRIC SYSTEM 
The units used in all measuring systems are divided and subdivided 
into smaller units to make measurements more precise and computa- 
tion easier. For example, if the unit of measure in Activity 1-2 had 
been the mile, we would have had a very sinall fraction expressed with 
many zeros after the decimal point. On the other hand, if the AU 
were expressed in inches, we would have many digits to the left of 
the decimal point. Such numbers are difficult to work witli. 
I n  the course of any investigation, measurement must of necessity be 
transformed from one unit into another. The system of measure in 
~vhicll this nlay be accomplished most easily is the metric, which is 
based on the decimal system. 
The basic unit in the nietric system is the meter. One-fourth of the 
Earth's circumference equals about 10 million meters; 1 kilometer 
equals 1000 meters; 1 mile equals 1.609 kilometers. The metric system 
should be used, whenever possible, when presenting the material in 
this guide, with frequent conversions to English units. 
Demonstration 1-2 INTRODUCTION TO THE METRIC SYSTEM 
Materials: nieter sticks, transparent metric rule, opaque projector 
Meter sticks are distributed to the students for examination. The 
divisions are detailed very carefully witli a transparent metric rule 
on an overhead projector. The metric system may be compared with 
our monetary system. The prefixes should be very carefully noted. 
1 1 
milli=-j centi=--7 kilo = 1000 1000 100 
The students must be required to memorize these by drill and/or by 
a quiz. 
Activity 1-5 CONVERSION FROM ENGLISH TO METRIC SYSTEM 
Actisities 1-1, 14, and 1-3 a.re repeated using the metric system of 
measure. 
Activity 1-6 RELATION OF METRIC SYSTEM TO ENGLISH SYSTEM 
Wit11 the completion of Activity 1-6, the studei~t~s continue to measure 
familiar objects: themselves, the desks, ancl so on. The objects are 
measured in both the English and the metric system and the equivalents 
awe n-ritten on a chart. I n  all cases, the metric units are converted to 
meters, millimeters, centimeters, and kilometers, The class establishes 
conversion factors from English to metric units either by using pro- 
portions for any measurement or by taking tlle standard conversion 
factor from a book. The chart is then placed on the wall, and any 
English measurement that is encountered througl~out he year is con- 
verted by the class and entered on the chart. 
E. TRIANGULATION AND THE MEASUREMENT OF 
DISTANCES TO INACCESSIBLE POINTS 
Triangulation is used by surveyors to measure clistances wl~ich cannot 
be measured with a tape. Astrononlers also use an extension of tri- 
angulation, the parallax, to measure distances to stars. 
The kheory of triangulation is based on the geometry of the triangle. 
I f  one side, the baseline, and the two base angles of a triangle are 
known, then the i-emaining sides can be fo~ind by one of three methods : 
drawing the triangle to scale and n~eas~~r ing  the unknown parts, com- 
paring similar triangles, and using trigonometric functions. 
THE TANGENT Our use of trigonometry will be restricted to the right triangle and 
FUNCTION the tangent function. The tangent of an acute angle of a right triangle 
is equal to the ratio of the side opposite the angle to the side adjacent 
to the angle. I n  the accompanying triangle, 
Thus, if we k11om three parts of the triangle, we can always find the 
remaining three parts. The value of the tangent for any angle and the 
angle that corresponds to a value for the tangent call be found in a 
table of tangent funotions. 
MEASURING THE Eratostllenes, about 200 B.C., knew that the Sun was directly over- 
CIRCUMFERENCE head on tlle first clay of summer in Syene, because he had seen its OF THE EARTH 
reflection in the bottom of a well located there. 011 the same day, he 
measured the angle of the Sun's rays in Alexandria, and found that 
they made an angle of 7.2" with the vertical. He inferred from the 
principles of geometry that the circumference of the Earth was 50 
tiines the distance, @bout 500 miles, between Syene and Alexandria, 
thus concludii~g that the circumference mas 25,000 miles. Today's 
ineasurenleilt indicates that the diameter of the Eartl1 is 7926.68 n~iles 
a t  the equator and 7899.98 miles a t  the poles. The circumference ranges 
from 24,860 to 24,900 miles. 
MEASURING THE The distance froin the Earth to the Sun was measured historically 
DISTANCE FROM by Aristarchus (third century B.C.) by triangulation. He  used the 
EARTH TO SUN clistai1ce from the Earth to the Moon as the baseline. He  had no ob- 
server on the Moon, but he noted that at precisely half moon the angle 
subtendecl a t  the Moon from Earth to Sun was a right angle. He 
measured the angle between the St111 and Moon at  Earth to be 87", and 
co~~cluclect that the distance to the S1111 is 20 times the distailce to the 
Moon. This result is incorrect by a factor of 18. The actnal distance to 
the Sun is 93 lnillion miles, or 150 million kilometers. He  should have 
measured 89%'. 
Note the accompanying drawing. Did Aristarchus use the tangent 
function ? 
LUNAR DISTANCE The clistance to the Moon is determined by triangulation, using distant 
points on Earth for the baseline. The clistance to the Moon is 238,900 
iniles; the dia,nleter of the Moon is 2160 miles, wllich is approxiwately 
one-fourth the diailieter of the Earth;  the Moon's surface area is 
approximately one-sixteenth the surface area of the Ear t l~ .  
Activity 1-7 USE OF TRIANGULATION 
Materials : rulers, protractors, table of trigoaoilletric functions 
C is a point in the classroom at some clistailce froill the baseline AB, 
~vhich can be measured. Line AC must be perpenciicular to A B ,  11nless 
Activity 1-8 
we wish to use tlle more complicated trigolloinetric eq~~ations eeded 
for oblique triangles. (A useful alternative is to use the school foot- 
ball field as a gricl on ~vhicll the st,ndents deteimine the distance to  an 
object placed at ail unknown y ard line.) 
After they have beell oriented to the technique of triangulation and 
the method of calculation (the overhead projector is useful), tlle 
students actually talre siglltings wit11 protractor and ruler and cal- 
culate the distance AC. The base of tlle protractor is held pardlel to 
the baseline with the rounded portion toward the distant object. I f  
a ruler is pivoted on the origin ~vliile the object is sightecl along its 
edge, tlie desired angle niay be read directly froin the protractor. Ad- 
ditioilal problems, such as the \vicitli of the football fielcl or the length 
of tlle basketball court, inay be used for further practice. 
MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF THE SCHOOL FLAGPOLE 
The studeilts are allo~vecl to develop their o~vn techniques based on 
their experience wit11 Activity 1-7. The horizontal distance fro111 the 
observer to the flagpole is the baseline, and the pole is assuinecl to be 
perpendicular to the ground. One procedure is to sight along the 
base of tlle protractor, with tlie rotulded edge do1vn. A string wit11 a 
weight attached is fixed to the origin of the protractor. The string 
then inclicates the vertical. I f  the angle at 1~1;hich the string crosses 
the scale is read, the angle of elevatioii from the sigllting point can 
readily be computed. The students nlay suggest alternate means for 
deternlining the height of the pole. 
a. I f  a stick of ki~o~vil length is placed in tlle ground on a sunny 
day, the length of its shadow and the length of the flagpole may 
be measured ancl tlle flagpole height determined by comparison 
of sinlilar triangles. This method may be used to shorn the Sun 
angle in a discussion of Eratosthenes. 
b. Measuring tlie rope on the pole is a quick and easy nlethod of 
obtaining the height. The teacher may cio this alieacl of tinle to 
get an accurate height for the pole. 
Demonstration 1-3 THE TRANSIT 
Materials: transit, steel tape, ruler, protractor 
If  a t ~ a n s i t  is not available in the school, i t  may be possible to borrow 
one from a local contractor or engineering firm. Occasionally, the 
father of n stndent may have access to one. I f  a surveyor or engineer 
brings the transit, he will probably be delighted to teach the funda- 
nlentals of the instrument. 
The transit is sho~vn to the class and a con~parison is inade to the 
ruler and protractor, both i11 constructioi~ and operation. Each stu- 
dent should be given a chance to look through the telescope at some 
distant object. 
The transit may be used for Activities 1-7 and 1-8 in conjunction 
with the ruler and protractor exercise or at the end of each activity 
for a check oil the students' accuracy. 
F. TRIGONOMETRIC PARALLAX AND THE MEASURE- 
MENT OF ASTRONOMICAL DISTANCES 
MEASURING THE Parallax is the apparent displacement of an object resulting from a 
PARALLAX ANGLE change in position of the observer. I f  we hold up o11e finger at arm's 
length and look at ail object ~vith one eye closed, it appears to have 
a certain position with reference to objects in the backgrounci. I f  
me close the first eye and look with the other, the finger appears to 
have shifted position with reference to the objects in the background. 
The use of parallax in making measurements of astrono~nical dis- 
tances is illustrated in the following diagram. 
\ 
Q 
I f  we make sightings of a distant star, 8, at 6-month intervals from 
points P and Q, when the Earth has movecl half way through its orbit 
around the Sun, the star will appear to have shifted position wit11 
reference to stars mhich are farther away i11 the backgrotuld. The 
apparent angle of shift is the angle bet~3~een the two lines of sight. 
Note that the baseline is twice the distance from the Earth to  the Sun, 
or 2 AU (astronomical units). I n  practice, ho\~eve', we agree to use 
1 AU as the baseline, and the parallax angle is then one-half of the 
total nngle measured. This parallax angle is called the heliocentric 
parallax. 
I f  the sigl~tings were made on June 1 ancl December 1, photographs of 
S against its star backgroulld might look like the first two clrawings 
below. Combining these into one photographic plate gives the third 
dm~ving, in which the amount of shift of S is inclicated. Let us suppose 
June 1 December 1 
THE PARSEC 
that enough sightings have been made of the two outside stars to give 
us accurately the angle between lines of sight from the Earth to them. 
I f  we assume that linear distance on the plate is proportional to angular 
measurement fro111 the Earth, we can establish a scale or calibration 
for the plate. Measuring accurately the distance between the two stars 
enables us to find how large an angle is represented by each unit of 
linear measure. Knowing the scale, we can compute the angle repre- 
sented by the shift XIS2. (The above assumption that the length of 
one side of a triangle is proportional to the opposite angle is not true 
of triangles in general, but i t  is valid for the very thin triangles 
involved in parallax measurement.) 
Having measured the heliocentric parallax, there remains the need of 
finding a convenient and logical means of translating this measurement 
into a distance. This is done by using the radian. A radian is a central 
angle of a circle subtended by an arc equal in length to the radius. 
Since the circumference equals; 2a times the radius, there mill be 27 
radifails in the angle measure of a circle, so that 1 radian equals 360/2rr, 
or approximately 57.296", which equals 3438 minutes, or 206,265 sec- 
onds, The sector of a circle shown in the following drawing has a 
central angle, 0, of 1 radian, so that the arc CD of the sector contains 
206,265 seconds of arc. Let tns assume that the radius is extremely large, 
wit11 1 second of arc equal in length to 1 AU. Since the arc CD equals in 
length 206,265 AU, the radius also equals 206,265 AU. Then a central 
UNITS FOR 
MEASURING 
ASTRONOMICAL 
DISTANCES 
Demonstration 1-4 
angle of 1 second subtends an arc, or a baseline, of 1 AU. I f  a star 
were located at the center 0, this angle of 1 second would be the paral- 
lax angle. A natural abbreviation for parallax of 1 seconcl is parsec. 
Thus, if the baseline is 1 AU, as in the helioceiltric parallax, a parallax 
angle of 1 second represents a distance of 1 parsec, equal to 206,265 AU. 
As the discussion above implies, the parsec is the fundamental unit 
for memuring great astronomical distances. The relationships anlong 
the various units are indicated below. 
1 AU=92,957,000 miles= 1.496X lo8 kilometers 
1 light-year (the distance light travels in 1 year at  186,300 miles 
per second) =5.88X 1012 miles=9.460X 1012 kilometers=63,280 
AU 
1 parsec=3.084X 1013 kilometers=206,265 AU=3.26 light-years 
(The measurements above are written with varying numbers of signif- 
icant figures. Since our purpose is to explain ideas rather than to  give 
engineering data, each of the above numbers might well be rounded 
to three significant figures for use with this guide.) 
I f  the parallax angle is halved, it is evident that the number of parsecs 
is doubled. I n  general, if p" is the parallax angle in seconds, the fol- 
lowing relationship holds : 
1 Distance in p a r s e c s = ~  
P 
The greatest distance for ~vhich accurate parallax measurements can 
be made is about 100 parsecs. The parallax angle for this clistance is 
0.01 second. The closest stellar object is Alpha Centauri, which is 
4.3 light-years away. There are about 1000 objects for which good 
parallax measurements can be made. 
THE METHOD OF TRIGONOMETRIC STELLAR PARALLAX 
Materials : Polaroid camera, film, flash bulbs, objects, opaque projector 
A student is placed on an unlmo~vn yarcl line of the football field, 
and pictures are taken from each side of the goalpost. I n  the second 
a me to picture the student vlill appear to have shiftecl position re1 t' 
the goalposts at  the far end of the field. The t~vo  pllotographs are 
projected onto a screen with an opaque projector, and the apparent 
shift of the student is measured. A clran~ing like the one below may 
be made showing the relative positions. 
The goalposts are 19 feet apart, and the total length of the field is 
360 feet. Using the tangent function to find angle Q, we note that 
tan &=19/360=0.0528. Therefore angle Q equals about 3'. This 
gives us a scale or calibration of the photograph. The nleasured 
distance between the distant goalposts on the photograph, or on the 
projection of the photograph on the screen, represents 3". Using 
this scale, we can find the number of degrees represented by the 
linear shift of the student. (Remember that the actual distance to 
the student varies inversely with the size of the angle.) 
The value of the exercise is that the teacher may present different 
clues to the solution. The number and kind of clues needed depend 
on the level of the class. It should be made clear that, because of 
the short distances and large angles involved, this demonstration 
is only an illustration of the method of stellar parallax and not 
an accurate method of measuring distances on the football field. 
G. SCALE OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
PLANETARY I f  we use a scde such that the diameter of the Eai-th equals 1 inch, 
DISTANCES the Moon would be at a clistance of 2.5 feet, the Sum mould be a t  a 
clistance of 300 yards, the clistai~ce from the Sun to Pluto \vould 
be 8 miles, and the distance to the nearest star mould be 6 million miles. 
Planet 
Average distance 
from Sun Sidereal period 
tropical years 
Million km AU 
Activity 1-9 VISUALIZATION OF SCALE MODEL OF SOLAR SYSTEM 
With the table of planetary distances, the students nlny attempt to 
construct a scale of the solar system which will fit on the football field. 
The scale may then be tried out on the field by letting the students be 
planets. The size of the students, however, cannot represent a scale 
of planet size. 
Have one AU be equivalent to 3 yards. The students may make large 
signs for each planet and a picture from the bleachers may be taken to 
give the overall effect. A scale of solar and planetary size may be cal- 
culated in the classroom and then constructed with paper circles. 
H. STELLAR MAGNITUDES AND THE MEASUREMENT 
OF ASTRONOMICAL DISTANCES 
MAGNITUDE SCALE The relative brightnesses of stellar objects is expressed by a magnitude 
scale. A difference in brightness of one magnitude means a brightness 
ratio of 2.512. A star of first magnitude is 2.512 times as bright as a 
star of second magnitude, which is 2.512 times as bright as a star of 
third magnitude, and so on. Using a more concise mathematical nota- 
tion, a star of first magnitude is (2.512)2 times as bright as a star of 
third magnitude. 
Continuing this process, we note that a star of first magnitude is 
(2.512) 5= 100 times as bright as a star of sixth magnitude. A difference 
of five magnitudes means a brightness ratio of 100. Note that the 
greater the brightness of the star, the lower is its magnitude number. 
Thus, the magnitude of an extremely bright star will be represented 
by a negative number. 
APPARENT 
MAGNITUDE 
The apparent magnitude of a star is its brightness as it appears to an 
observer on Earth. Apparent magnitudes are measured by visual, 
photographic, or other means. 
ABSOLUTE 
MAGNITUDE 
Absolute magnitude is the apparent magnitude that a star would 
have if viewed from a standard distance of 10 parsecs. 
There is a matl~ematical relationship connecting absolute magnitude, 
apparent magnitude, and distance : 
I n  this equation, M= absolute magnitude, m= apparent magnitude, and 
d= distance in parsecs. I f  we know the absolute magnitude of a star and 
can measure its apparent magnitude, we can compute its distance in 
parsecs. From this value we can readily check the parallax angle of 
nearby stars. 
A certain type of blue star seems always to have the same absolute 
magnitude. This conclusion is based upon the observation of stars of 
this type within the range of trigonometric parallax. The absolute 
magnitude is then used in the above formula to determine the distance 
to the blue stars beyond the range of trigononletric parallax. If the 
blue star is in a cluster or in a nearby galaxy, then the distance to 
the cluster or galaxy is assumed to be the same. 
Star Constellation Apparent Absolute Distance 
magnitude magnitude (light-years) 
Sun- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - -_ -_ - - - - -  
Rigel - - - - _ - - - - - _ -  Orion --_---------  
Procyon - -_- - - - - - -  Canis Minor - - - - - -  
Altair ------------  Aquila -----------  
Betelgeuse --------  Orion - _ _ - _ - _ - - - _ _  
Aldebaran -_- - - - - -  Taurus - - - - - - - - - - -  
Alpha Centauri ---- Centaurus --------  
Sirius.. - _ - - - - _ - - - - Canis Major- - - - - _ 
Vega - -__- - -_ - -___ Lyra -------------  
Capella -_- - - -___--  Auriga -----------  
Arcturua - - - - - - - - -  Bootes - - -_ - -_ -_ - -  
CEPHEID VARIABLES These are pulsating stars whose luminosity changes periodically. It 
has been found that the amount of change in luminosity, or absolute 
magnitude, is related to the length of the period. This means that any 
cepheid variable star, wherever 'it is located in the universe, will have 
the same absolute magnitude as every other cepheid variable with the 
same period. Thus, the measurement of the period enables us to use 
the equation in Section H to compute the distance to the star. 
I n  nearby galaxies which can be resolved into individual stars and 
therefore whose distances may be determined by the variable stars, 
it has been found khat there is a red Doppler shift which is proportion- 
ate to the distance. This rule has been applied to galaxies which can- 
not be resolved into individual stars to determine distance. To date, 
Demonstration 1-5 
Demonstration 1-6 
the object with the greatest shift, the quasar, may be 8 billion light- 
years away ! 
APPARENT AND ABSOLUTE MAGNITUDE 
Materials : four lighk bulbs of dift'erent wattages, a photoelectric cell or 
light meter, and a lamp 
Apparent magniitude: One light is placed at some distance from the 
photoelectric cell and the reading is recorded. The photoelectric cell 
represents the earthbound observer, and the bulb represents a star. 
A second light of different wattage is placed at the same distance, and 
the reading is recorded. The second light is then moved until the read- 
ing is the same as with the first bulb. Clearly, two stars of different 
intrinsic brightness may appear to have the same brightness on Earth. 
The amount of motion toward or away from the photoelectric cell 
shows that distance influences apparent brightness. 
Absolute magnitude: The bulbs are arranged aft a sta.ndard distance 
and readings are recorded for each one. This is repeated at a second 
distance to see whether the photoelectric cell reading can be correlated 
with distance. If it can, the students may try to determine unknown 
distances for knob wattages or unknown wattages for known 
distances. 
THE INVERSE-SQUARE LAW 
Materials: cardboard with an opening 1 inch square cut in center, 
translucent screen 4 inches square marked with square-inch grid, light 
source, meter stick, and cardboard with pinhole 
Arrange materials as below. (Screen may be made with shirt board 
and tissue paper.) 
Pinhole Square-inch Screen 
The pillhole cardboarcl must be placed in front of the light to obtain 
a point source. The cardboard is placed 1 foot from ehe light. The 
screen is then moved away from the cardboarcl until four squares are 
illuminated. Distance to light is ineasurecl and recorded. This is re- 
peated for 9 square inches illumination ancl 16 square inches illumina- 
tion. All data are tabulated, ancl students attempt to derive the equa- 
tion for the inverse-square law : 
absolute brightness Apparent brightness = d2 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. Collvert to scientific notation: 
a. 0.000052 d. 0.5100000 
b. 5200000 e. 750000000000 
c. 52 f .  0.000000000031 
2. Convert to decimals: 
a. 7.3X lo-' 
b. 7.3X10° 
c. 5.12X109 
3. Complete the following mathematical operations : 
a. (2X105)(3X lo7)= 
b. (4X1047)(5X1013)= 
c. (7X10-5)(6X104)= 
4. Convert the f ollomiiig : 
5. A baseline is 100 meters long. The angle at one end of the baseline 
is 90' mith a line draxr7n to a distant object. The angle formed by 
a line to the same object mith the other end of the baseline is 10'. 
How far is the object from the first end of the baseline? 
6. How many miles are there in a light-year? How many feet? How 
many kilometers? How many meters? 
7. An object which is 652 light-years away is how many parsecs 
amay? 
8. If a star 1 parsec away shows a parallax of 1 second of arc, and if 1 
parsec=3.26 light-years, what is the parallax of the nearest star 
Alpha Centauri, which is 4.3 light-years away? 
9. If a star 400 light-years away has an apparent brightness of 16 
units, ~v11at apparent brightness mould the same star have if it 
were 800 light-years amay? 
10. What factor makes the metric system easy to use? 
11. List the prefixes used in the metric system and sholrr the numerical 
meaning of each. 
12. What method of stellar distance determination is the basis for all 
other methods? 
13. Describe a way to measure the circumference of the Earth without 
pacing i t  off. 
14. Explain the difference between absolute and apparent magnitude. 
15. What is the relationship between the amount of light received on 
Earth and the amount of light emitted by a distant object? 
16. HOTV is the distance to objects beyond the parallax determined? 
How are these methods dependent on the parallax method? 
17. What is the importance of determining stellar distances? 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION 
I. Using a transit a.nd a rocl, survey all or part of your school grounds 
in both t l ~ e  horizontal ailcl the vertical plane. Malre a scale map of 
~vllat you have surveyed. 
2. Conclnet a rresarch project to fincl other applicakions of the inverse- 
square law. 
3. Develop a series of photographs to explain trigoiloilletric pardlax. 
4. How clo astronomers cletermine the distance to galaxies that canilot 
be resolvecl into incliviclud stars ? 
5. Look at the stars on the next clear night to see if you can cletermine 
xvhether the apparent bright stars are very close or intrinsically 
bright, or both. Using a star chart ancl a distance table for bright 
stars, checlr your answers. 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS 
MEASURING LARGE DISTANCES (20 mill.) color Mocleril 
Learning hicls. Using ilioclels of the Earth, Moon, ailcl stars, this fill11 
clescribes the place of triangulation, parallax, ancl the inr~erse square 
law for light in geophysics and astronomy. De~nonstrations point up 
the iinnieilsity of interstellar space and suggest the coillplexities of 
measurei~lent on this scale. This is an excelleilt film for the average 
ancl above-average high school student. 
T H E  SHAPE O F  T H E  EARTH (Geodesy) (27 min.) color 
McGra1~--Hill Films. A rather acloanced fill11 dealing ~17ith the size 
and shape of the Earth. Determination of position ancl of distailces 
on the Earth by astrononiical iiieaiis is exailiiiiecl. Probleins such as 
the irreplari ty of rotation of the Eartli ancl the unrelixbilitjr of a 
siinple pl~uinbline iiieas~~rement are examinecl. 
TRIGONOMETRY MEASURES T H E  EARTH (28 mill.) color 
Modern Learning Aids. Sho~vs in sollie detail how Eratostl~enes used 
trigonometry ancl sliacloms cast by tlie Sun to measure the circum- 
ference ancl cliai~ieter of the Eartli. A niethocl of fincling- the clistance 
to tlie Moon by trigoiionietry is dso clescribecl as an example of the 
power of ti*igonoinetric co1icel)ts. 
SPACE NAVIGATION HQ 116 1967 (21 min.) color National Aero- 
nautics aiicl Space Aclniiaistratioi1. Illustrates with aniin~~tion aiicl live 
action tlie metliocls used to cleternliae position in space aiicl to correct 
trajectories of unn~annecl ancl mai~iiecl spacecraft. It also s h o ~ ~ ~ s  the 
use of a compl~ter aboarcl the Apollo conlnlnncl moclule. 
MEASURING LARGE DISTANCES (29 ~nin.) b/w B1oclern 
Leanling Aids. PSSC physics film. 
SHORT TIME INTERVALS (21 inin.) b/m Mocleril Learning Aicls. 
PSSC pl~ysics film. 
THE METRIC SYSTEM (13 min.) color McGram-Hill Films. 
MEASUREMENT (21 niiii.) b /~v  Modern I ~ a n l i n g  Aids. PSSC 
pllysics film. 
Adilresses are listed i ? ~  the Appendix. 
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ATOMS, SPECTW, AND STARS 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
At  tlie conclusion of this unit the stucleilt slio~~lcl have the follomii~g 
unclerstanclings : 
1. Tlle nature of elements, coi~ipo~ulcls, a.11~1 illixtnres 
2. The iiuclenr atoili nild its relative size 
3. The basic forces i11 nature 
4. Energy awl tlie electro~llagiletic s p e c t r ~ m  
5. Atomic spectra ancl the spectroscope 
6. The spectra of stars ancl the use ancl vs~111e of the Hertzsprung- 
Russel cliagrn~ii 
A. FORMS OF MATTER 
ELEMENTS Matter inag be ~liacle of eleinents, either incliviclually or in combination. 
,Lu eleilleilt is the simplest for111 of n s~~bstauce  that has the properties 
of that snbstance bnt contains oilly atoins of one type. Iron, gold, 
oxygen, Ilyclrogen, a i d  uranium are esaillples of elements. Shoulcl only 
one atoll1 of a substance be available, even that  atoll1 is callecl an ele- 
ment. B s  of 1069, there are 104 1inon.n elements. 
1)emonstration 11-1 PROPERTIES OF ELEMENTS 
Elenieilts in all three states are clisplnyecl for the stuclents. (Tho 
gaseous state may be reservecl ~ul t i l  U e m o ~ ~ s t ~ u t i o ~ z  11-2 if this is illore 
convenient.) I t  should be stressed that an eleine~lt cm~not be broken 
COMPOUNDS 
clo~vn further by orclinary cl~eniical and physical means. Sollie of the 
elenients chosen sl~oulcl ~110117 tulique pl-rysical properties, such as 
carbon and mercury. Others slloulcl s11o1v sinlilar physical properties, 
such as a lumin~m ailcl zinc. Both the zinc wcl the altuninum niay be 
testecl -vvitll acid to see ~x~hich reacts. The zinc will react with the acicl 
to liberate hyclrogen. Similar chemical reactions 111ay be usecl to show 
that even t11ongh elenients niay appear the sanie physically, the ollly 
sore ~ ~ a y  of iclentifying an element is cheinically. 
I f  two or illore clifferel~t atoms (elen~ents) are joined together 
clielnically, this coinbinatioil of different ~ t o l l l ~  is called n coilipoullcl. 
I f  iron ancl oxygen coinbilie to forill a compound, the result is rust. 
Hyclrogeii ancl oxygen coiiibine to form water. Sodi~ulni ailcl clllorine, 
both elemei~ts, coinbine to form orclinary table salt. One of the many 
comnl~ounds of carbon, hycli-ogen, ancl oxygen is sugar. 
The snidlest unit of a substance ~ v h i c l ~  has tlie properties of the 
s~~bstaiice is called a iiiolec~~le. I f  the su~bstance is an elemei~t, the 
molecule consists of one or more atoms of tlie saine kincl. I f  the sub- 
stance is a coinpouncl, then the molecule coi~sists of a coii~bination of 
t ~ ~ o  or ]n re different atoms. A molect~le of water contains two atoms 
of hydrogen aacl one atom of oxygen. A nzolecule of oxygen, on the 
other hand, coiltains just two oxygen atonls. A molecule of sugar 
sucrose contailis 12 atonis of carbon, 22 atoms of liyclrogen7 and 11 
atonis of oxygen. 
Denlollstratioli 11-2 COMPOUNDS 
The electrolysis of water is perforniecl in a staiiclarcl cell to sl1o11- 
that water niay be brolren c l o ~ ~ n  into t~r-o clifferent iliaterials. The two 
p s e s  may be blecl off into test tubes ancl a g l o ~ ~ ~ i n g  spliiit may be 
thrust illto each to prove that they have clistinctly clifferent proper- 
ties. (The splint 1~7ill burst into flaine in the oxygen, ~vhile a niilcl 
explosion, \\-hic1-1 will not break the tube, will occur in  the l~yclrogen.) 
The llyclrogeii proclucecl is greater in  ~?o l~mle  than the oxygen by a 
factor of 2. This observation may be nsecl to introclace the iclea of 
coil~biiiiilg volunies or niay be noted for later use. The hyclrogen is 
lighter than air and tlie oxygen is heavier tl1an air ;  therefore the 
tu~bes l~oulcl be held upside clo\vn ancl right sicle up, respectively. 
Tllis clenlo~lstration slio~vs that water is not an element, but it does not 
~iecessarily ~1101~ that l~ydrogen ancl oxygen are elements. Also, i t  may 
be pointecl out that the properties of a coi~~potulcl are  holly clifferent 
fro111 those of its incliviclual components. The demonstration nlay be 
supplementecl wit11 similar reactions, such as con~bining SllgRr and 
concentratecl sulfuric acicl, which liberates carbon. 
MIXTURES I f  one puts sugar in a paper cup ancl then pours in lvater, the resulting 
material, eren after vigorous mixing, is still sugzr nllcl water. One can 
remove the water froni the mixture by boiling i t  away. Anotller ex- 
ailiple of a mixtture is air, which coiitailis oxygen, nitrogeii, carboil 
clioxicle,  later v a ~ o r ,  aiicl clust particles. 
Denlollstratioil 11-3 MIXTURES 
The fact that iliistures retain the properties of the coilipolleilts may 
be clei~ioilstratecl by inixiilg iron filings and sugar ancl passing a iliagliet 
through to renloviilg tlie filings. It shonlcl be stressed tha t  a mixture 
cttil be separated physically, but a compouacl can only be separated 
chei~iically. 
B. THE NUCLEAR MODEL OF THE ATOM 
I11 1868 Dmitri Bcfenclelee~r ealizecl that since all eleilieilts are clift'ereilt, 
i t  is possible to  classify the eleilielits in orcler accorcling to certain 
clistinguisliii~g features. It was assuinecl that  tlie clistingnishing fea- 
tures or properties of tlie eleilieiits vere a iliaiiifestatioii of tlie atoms 
of xvliicli tliey n7ere coiiiposecl. The aat~ure of tliese atoilis was obscure, 
but they seeiliecl to  iilvolve ~iegatioe aiicl positive electrical charges. 
Demoi~stratioi~II-4 THE ELECTRICAL NATURE OF ATOMS 
Stanc1a;l.d static electricity dei~ionstratioiis ancl/or activities iliay be 
used to ~110~~7 that the electrical cliarges come froill the iliatter iilrolrecl 
and that there are two lciilds of electrical charges. The attraction ailcl 
repulsion of unlike ailcl like charges, respectively, slioulcl be noteel i n  
orcler to constrnct the nuclear inoclel of the atoili. 
THE BOHR ATOM Every atoll1 contaiils a nucleus aild a t  least one orbiting electron. I11 
the early 1900's Rutherforcl and Bohr proposecl an atomic illoclel to  
esplaiii these featxures. This solar systeili analogy of tlie orbiting 
electrons is not valicl ill light of present theories of the structure of the 
atom, but i t  is perhaps the easiest to visu a 1' ~ z e .  
The nuclear iliodel was proposecl follo~r.ing an  esperimeilt in Ruther- 
forcl's laboratory in ~vliich positively chargecl alpha particles were 
beailiecl a t  a thin sheet of golcl foil. To Rutl~erforcl's surprise niost of 
the alpha particles passed throng11 the foil, but a fern vTere reflecteel 
bacli. This behavior conld oilly be explailiecl by asstuil~ing that the atoll1 
was iliostly eilipty space, but coiltaillee1 a illassire positively chargecl 
nucleus. The fact that atoilis in the free state appexr to be neutral 
ilieailt that  there iliast be an eq~ual n~uiliber of negative charges in the 
atom, but not ilecessarily in tlie nucleus. Hence, the orbiting electroil 
moclel. 
Demonstration 11-5 RUTHERFORD'S ALPHA-SCATTERING EXPERIMENT 
large cardboarcl bos open a t  both eilcls is set up  so that the stuclellts 
cailliot see in tlie open ends. h briclr is placecl i n  the box. The teacher 
thro~vs a rubber ball through the box a clozeil times, or tultil the ball 
hits the brick ailcl botuices bacli. The stucle~its attempt to describe the 
coilteilts of the box, ancl coinpare the results of the deilionstration 1vitl1 
the concl~~sions clrawn by Rutherford relative to the atom. 
The last three Surveyor spacecraft (V, VI,  ailcl V I I )  hacl on boarcl 
alpha-scattering experii~~ents in  \1~hic11 luilar surface inaterial \vas 
nsecl as a target iilsteacl of golcl foil. By measuring the energies of 
alpha particles after bombardilleilt of the surface ~iiaterial ailcl of 
e~nittecl protoils as a result of bo~nbardlnellt, scientists have concludecl 
that the surface of the Mooii is pri~narily basaltic. 
The simplest at0111 is hydrogen, ~ v h i c l ~  has one protoil in the il~~clens 
ailcl one orbiting electron. Since all protons are positively cl~argecl, the 
number of protoils coiltailiecl in ail atom's nucleus ~l?ust be balaiicecl 
by an equal number of negxative charges, if the atom is going to be 
electrically neutral. These negative charges are electroas. For example, 
oxygen has eight protoils in the nucleus. It, therefore, has eight elec- 
trons orbitiilo the nnclens. I11 aclclitioil to the protons in the nuclei of 9 
atoms, inost liiilcls of atoms have neutral particles in  the nucleus callecl 
neutrons. 
The ilu~nber of protoils in an atom's nucleus is callecl the atoinic n~uin- 
ber. The inajor feature ~vllic11 clistinguishes atoms froin one anotl~er 
is the atoiiiic 11111nber. I f  we aclcl the nuinber of protoils ailcl the 
nninbei- of neutrons in n nucleus, the ssu~ll is callecl the lnass ntunber. 
I f  we aclcl the ~ ~ ~ e i g l l t s  of all the protons ailcl the ileutroils in a nnclens, 
tlle suin is callecl the atoinic weigl~t. U s ~ ~ a l l y  one call fiild the illass 
iluinber of ail ele~neiit by rouacling off the ato~nic ~veigllt o the nearest 
integer. 
PERIODIC TABLE &!encleleev arranged the kno~vn eleillents accorcling to their atoniic 
weigllts to forin a l~erioclic table. I n  the present perioclic table the 
ele~neilts are arrailgecl accorcling to ato~nic ilt~inbers. Syinbols are 
usually e~nployecl in sncll a table, for example. The s~xbscript S 
inclicates the number of protons in  the nucleus. The nu~llber of ne~~t rons  
is fouilcl by st~btracting the ntmiber of protons fro111 the nuiliber 16. 
The syillbolO stancls for oxygen. Hence, there are eight protons, eight 
neutrons, ailcl eight orbiting electrons in the oxygen atom. All 104 
ele~neilts are listecl this ~ ~ ~ a y  in the periodic table. 
Activity 11-1 THE PERIODIC TABLE 
Follo~ving tlle presentntioa of the perioclic table, the stuclents are given 
the opportmlity to asse~lible ~noclels of atoms. This inay be cloile graphi- 
cally ~~7 i th  wire ancl three clifl'ereilt colors of clay. I f  this appears to be 
too eleilieiltary for the class, an alternative ilietllocl is to use the over- 
Iread projector wit11 three clifl'erent geometric shapes of cut paper to 
represeilt the three basic particles. With the perioclic table in view tlre 
teacher assembles clifl'erent atoins on the projector ancl the st~~cleilts 
icleiltify each atoin ailcl record the inass ntu~nber ancl the atomic number. 
This activity is pal-ticulnrly good if usecl as a quiz. 
6.  SIZE OF THE ATOM 
The size of an atom is iinpossible to visualize. It is Inloxvil, for  example 
that the diaineter of the hydrogel1 atom, measured at  the orbit of the 
electron, is 1.58 X cei~timeter. We can illustrate the sinall size of the 
st,tom as follows: if the hydrogeil atoll1 were 1 millimeter in diaineter 
a inail would be about 32,000 kilometers tall. I11 addition, it is  known 
that the clialneter of the hyclrogen i~uclens, that is, of the siagle proton, 
is 2.90 X 10-l3 centimeter. I f  tlze ilucleus were the size of the S1111, the 
orbiting electroil ~vould be at  a clistailce four times farther than the 
orbit of Pluto. 
Despite the fact that the protoil ancl the electron have the sanie 
magnitude of charge (at least to the 20th deciinnl place), the mass of 
the proton is 1836 tiines greater tllan the inass of the electron. 
Activity 11-2 SCALE OF THE ATOM 
Using 1.5 X celltimeter as the size of the entire atom and 2.9 X 10-l3 
centimeter as the size of the ilucleus, the students may construct a scale 
for the atoin using the footba.11 field as a conveilieilt gricl. I f  the nucleus 
were 2 millimeters in cliameter %lid placecl oil one goal line, the nearest 
electroil mo~ilcl be located at about the opposite godpost. The scale of 
the solar systeln may be superiinposecl on the atomic scale for purposes 
of comparison. 
D. THE FOUR FORCES 
DESCRIPTION AND Gravitatioilal and electrical forces are reaclily apparent to even the, 
COMPARISON casual observer. These forces inay easily be clenlonstrated by droppiilg 
an object ancl by observing the inc~tion of cllargecl objects ~ v l ~ e n  they are 
brougl~t near each, other. I n  ansn-er to the question of wvlly the ilucleus 
of s uranium atoll1 cloes not fly apart because of the electrical repulsion 
of the protons, one might tlliilk that protons are so close that gravita- 
tional force holds them together. This mould inean that the gravita- 
tioilal force is stronger tliaa the electrical force. Careful experimenta- 
tion has sho~vn, ho~vever, that the electrical force is tiines greater 
tllail the gravitational force. This lneails that a thircl force, stronger 
thaa the electrical force, must hold altoinic nuclei together. This force 
acts over a very short range of clistailce ailcl is called the nuclear force. 
Research in nuclear pllysics has pointed to the existence of a fourth 
force ill nature ~vhich goverils the clecay of certain particles. This 
force is cdlecl the ~veak force uncl ~vil l  not be cliscussecl. Belo~v is n 
list of the fonr forces of nature aild their relative strengtl~s : 
Fo~ce Eelcctive st~e7zy th 
Gravitational 
Electrical lo-' 
Weak 
Nuclear 10°(=1) 
Both i~entrons and protoils clisplay the stroilg force. I t  is convenient, 
therefore, to  tliink of the neutrons as cotulteracting the electrical force 
of repulsion within the atom by iilcreasiilg tlie iluclear force. 
Demonstration 11-6 THE NUCLEAR FORCE 
Fix  a spring b e t ~ ~ e e i l  two bloclis of woocl so that  force must be usecl 
to coinpress the spring as the blocks are brouwlit closer together. The  9 
spring represeiits tlie electrical force of repulsion. A hook is attached 
to one block ancl a11 eye to  the other to represent tlie short range, strong 
nuclear force. T;Vhea the blocks are close to each other the strong force 
llolds thein together. The  electrical force coiltiil~~es to operate as  does 
the spring in the moclel. This sanle ilioclel iliay be used to s1lo.i~ energy 
release in iluclear fissioii. 
E. ENERGY 
Since inatter call only iilteract ~17itll other illatter via the basic forces 
in nature, the forces goveni all the events ~vhich take place in  the 
pliysical ~rorlcl. TTlie11 the interactioii takes place, energy is released or 
trailsferred f ro~ l i  one object t o  tlie other. Energy is clefiiled as the 
ability to clo work. One object cloes 1~-orlr on anotl~er object xvllen they 
interact, thus transferring energy. Fo r  exan~ple, object A collicles with 
a statioilary object B,  setting B in  illotioil ailcl slowiag clo11711 A. A has 
cloile work on 6, and B is no~v  illore able t o  do work on sollie object C, 
while il is less able t o  clo work. Therefore, by the clefiilitio~l given abve, 
energy is transferrecl froill A to B. The greater the ability of aii object 
to clo ~ r o r k ,  tlie higher the eilergy state of tlie object. TVhen an object 
goes fro111 a high energy state to a l o ~ ~ ~ e r  en rgy state, it i1111st give up 
eilergy in sollie f o m .  I f  the objects are pool balls, then the force by 
which they interact is the electrical force as the electroil cloncls sur- 
rotuicling the atoms of one ball repel the electroils in the cloucls sur- 
rounding the atoins of the other ball. 
There are two clistiiict classes of energy : poteatial ancl liiiietic. 
POTENTIAL ENERGY Potential energy is possessed by a compressec~ sl3ring, a stretched rub- 
ber bancl, a stick of clynamite, a bonlcler ready to t~ulilible clo1r1.n a hill, 
ailcl the nucleus of a uranium atom. 
KINETIC ENERGY Kinetic energy is esliibitecl by all moving objects, whether they are 
flying mosquitos, nloving air molecnles, or swiftly moving asteroicls. 
CONSERVATION Energy is a conservati\-e quantity. Tlie total nmomlt of energy, poten- 
tial or  lrinetic, prior to an  e~-ent  mnst equal the total ailio~ult of energy 
after the event. This law of coilserratioil of energy al~plies t o  all erents 
in the physical ~rorlcl except nuclear reactions in 1.i-hich niatter is con- 
\-ertecl to energy or energy into matter. Since matter is n censer\-atil-e 
quantity as  ell, the two laws illust be co~libiilecl to read, "Alatter ailcl 
energy caiiilot be created or destroyed but may be interchangecl." The 
profouncl significauce of this statement is that it leads to the concln- 
sioil that  the total ailiouilt of matter and energy in the universe is coil- 
stant. However, by coilsideriilg ii~cliviclual systeilis of matter aild 
energy one call say that  eilergy is expeilclecl or absorbed by the sys- 
tem when the energy leaves or enters the system. 
Demonstration 11-7 ENERGY 
Delllollstrate the transfer of energy froill one object t o  ailother by 
causing balls or marbles t o  collide on the deiiloi~stratioil deslr. Sllom 
the transfer of kinetic to poteatial energy by rolliilg a ball up  a n  in- 
clined plaile: as tlle ball s101vs down, the kinetic energy is conr~el-tecl 
t o  potential energy. The  reverse is true -\vheii tlle b d l  rolls baclr do - \~a  
the plane. Li f t  a book from the floor to the table top. The  book has 
gzinecl potential energy. Where did it collie froill? Cali it be seen? 
As the book fa"11s to the floor, it loses poteiltial but inoilleiitnrily gains 
kinetic energy until it strikes the floor, where i t  releases all its eilergy 
in the forill of heat, sotuld, and vibratioils of the building. 
F. ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION 
QUANTA OF ENERGY Energy inay be trailsiliittecl across space whetl~er nlatter is present in 
the space o r  not. When ail electric current is set up  in  a coacluctor, a 
maglletic field is producecl. The fibld travels ont~varcl froill the con- 
cluctor at  the speed of light. I f  there is alzotller coilcillctor nearby, the 
maglletic field will "push" the electroils in the concluctor; heilce the 
field does morlr. I f  the current is shut off, the fielcl collapses a t  the 
speecl of liglit a i d  the electroils i n  the secoilcl concluctor LLfall back." 
The directioil of current flow in  the first concluctor cletermiaes the 
clirection of the illagiletic fielcl ancl hence the direction ill ~vhich the 
electroils are pushed in  the secoucl conductor. I f  the electric current 
oscillates in  the first conclnctor, the11 waves of magnetism flow out froill 
the concluctor and cause the electroils in  the secoilcl concluctor to oscil- 
late wit11 the same frequency. The waves of magiletisill are actually 
btulclles or packets of energy callecl quanta or sometimes photons. This 
overall type of eilergy is callecl electroillagiletic racliatioil for obvious 
reasons, nilcl the above seiltence clescribiag the oscillntiilg electroll 
device is basically the descriptioil of a radio trailsiilitter ancl receiver. 
Raclio waves are 1011- frequency, long  arelen length, electromagnetic 
~vaves. I f  the frequency is progressively ii~c~easecl, then the waves 
become shorter ailci illcrease in energy accorcling to the relatioil 
where E is the energy, h is Planck's constant, 6.62 X lo-" jouleseconcls, 
(. is the speecl of light, 3 X los in/s, ailcl X is the \~~avelength. Since 
(,=AP, lvhere P is the frequency, the first relation illay be statecl as 
E = ILP. 
TBhen inatter is heatecl i t  emits electi.omagnetic racliation. I11 fact, the 
Activity 11-2 
black-bocly racliatioil law states that ally object 1~7hich is a t  a teinpera- 
ture above zero degree absolute (I<elvin) radiates energy. The po~ver 
of the radiation is proportiollal to 7'" wllile the ~vavelengtll of peak 
i~lteilsity is proportioilal to T-'. These relatioilships are shown by 
Stephan's law a11d IVien's disl~lace~nent law, respectively. 111 the 
visible spectr~ml, different colors represeilt clifferent ~~~avelengths  or 
energies. Reci has the loilgest -\vaveleagtl~ (lowest energy) ailcl violet 
has the shortest ~vaveleilgt11 (highest energy). 
ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES 
The stucleilts coil~lect a direct current source to a coil of wire and, using 
:L co~npass, verify that a magiletic field is produced by the curreit. 
IVith soille preliminary instructioil on currents and inagiletic fields, 
the stuclents may attempt to establisll a rule for current flow and 
clirectioil of fielcl by reversing the current direction tllrough the coil 
and observing the behavior of the compass. 
*4 seco~lcl coil of wire coililectecl to a gzlvaaometer nlay be ylacecl i n  the 
viciaity of the first ailcl the circuit of the first macle ailcl brolceil. The 
galvailo~lleter needle inoves because of the inclucecl cnrrent i11 the coil 
ailcl not because the magnetic fielcl acts clirectly on the ileeclle. By 
carefully ilotiilg the actioil of the needle, the stuclellts may deteriliiile 
~rllich way the current flows 1~7hen the circuit is made, which n7ay it 
flo~vs when it is brolcea, the effect of moring the coil ill the fielcl, aacl, 
though clifficnlt, they may even try to verify the iil~7erse square lam for 
racliation. By rapidly opening ailcl closiilg the switch, the sttzde~lts 
nlay procluce electromagnetic vaves. I f  a radio is brought illto class, 
the snal~s of the openiag and closing circuits inay be amplifiecl to 
illustrate their nature. This activity inay be nsecl as a cle~noilstratioil 
if the required ~llaterids are not available in sufficieilt quantity. 
Denlonstration 11-8 THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM AND THE RELATION C=kF 
A cllart or a mimeograpl~ecl hanclo~zt of the electroillaglletic spectr~ml 
is preseiltecl to the studeilts, ailcl the sequence of types of racliation 
is tl~oronghly coverecl. I f  i t  is l~ointecl out that all electromagnetic 
racliatio~l travels a t  the same velocity, then the relatioilship C=XF 
inay be nlade clear in the follo~ving clemonstration. 
Obtain five or six pieces of ~vood of lengtli L aad twice the number 
of length The n-oocl is arranged as f o l l o ~ ~ s  : 
I f  both lines of bloclcs are pusljllecl past w poiilt P at  the sxille speed, then 
clearly the nmnber of slllall bloclcs passing the point is greater thail 
the n m ~ ~ b e r  of large bloclis. I f  frequency is clefiilecl as the nrzinber of 
waves passing a point per rulit time ailcl if the le~lgth of the blocks 
is saicl to represent \~areleng-ths, the11 it becollies clear tliat as tlie 
\~l\ra~relei1@11 iiicreases the frequeilcy clecreases. Coiir~ersely, as tlie ~va-ve- 
leilgt11 clecreases the frequency increases, if t,lie velocity is constant. 
Mathematically, C= xP. 
Demonstration 11-0 ENERGY AND THE COLOR OF LIGHT 
Materials: unfrostecl iiicanclescent lamp, wire, tongs, socliet, Bniisei~ 
burner, and variable voltage source 
Coiliiect tlie lniiip to the variable voltage source aiicl gr,zclually in- 
crease the f l o ~ ~  of electricity. TTTlieii the teinperature of the filainent 
of tlie bulb is s l o ~ ~ l y  raisecl as we pass illore aiicl inore electrical cur- 
rent tlirongli it, it proclaces very high freq~leiicy raclio waves, tlien 
iiifrarecl -\vaves, then visible ligllt vaves. I f  tlie teinperatnre coulcl be 
raisecl still farther ~vitliout clestroying the filaineiit through ~~apor i za -  
tion, X-rays \vonlcl eveiitually be l~roclncecl. The racliatioii is pro- 
clnced by the effect of t l ~ e  heat on tlie electroils of tlie atoms maliing 
UP tlie filaineiit. This progressive iiicrease iii tlie energy of ~ ~ a ~ e s  
emitted as lieat is appliecl limy be cleii~oiistratecl by poii~tiiig out tlie 
color of tlie liglit as illore aiicl illore current is pnssecl through the 
filament. The visible color starts a t  reel, tlien goes to orange, ye l lo~~- ,  
aiicl fiially to ~ ~ ~ l i i t e ,  ~~~11icli s a mixture of all colors (including blue 
aiicl violet). h sinlilar cleiiioiistratioii inay be perfonnecl by heating 
a wire in a Bmisen flame. 
G. VISIBLE LIGHT SPECTRA 
TEMPERATURE 
STARS 
Activity 11-3 
OF All the energy tliat impinges 011 the Eartli fro111 space that  does not 
coine iii tlie for111 of discrete 1)articles of matter is sollie type of electro- 
magnetic racliatioii; visible liglit, iiifral.ecl, ultraviolet, X-ray ailel 
gaiiinla racliatioii, aiicl raclio waves. The Sun aiicl stars are eiiiitting 
lnost of tliis racliatioii. I f  tlle visible light froill these celestial objects 
is passecl tllrongli a prism or cliflractioii grating, i t  breaks np 
aiicl ~rocluces a s1)ectrum of its component colors or \~~avelei~gtlis. 
Astroiioii~ers ineasure tlie amotuit of racliatioii at each ~ ~ a ~ ~ e l e i i g t l i  
to cleteriniiie the ~~~avelengt l i  of maxiinma racliat ion. Once tliis is 
cleteriniiiecl, tlieii tlie temperature of tlie Suii or stars may be cleter- 
iilii~ecl using IVieii's l a~v  T "I< = (0.289/~ mas)  where 0.289 is tlie 
coiistaiit of proportionality. Tllus, by causing the eiiergy eiilittecl froin 
objects at great distances to iiiterxct wit11 n1:ltter 011 the Earth, the 
teiiiperatnres of tlie clistaiit objects inay bc cleteniiiiiecl. 
CONTINUOUS SPECTRA AND THE MEASUREMENT OF COLOR 
INTENSITY 
Xaterials: pl~otoelectric cells, gall-aiioineters, wire, prisms, iiicaii- 
descent laiiips 
The stucleilts are clirectecl to proclnce a continuous spectrum on n 
white piece of paper by passing stulilight 01- light froin an iiicanclesceiit 
lnnlp through a prism. Tlieii, ~ ~ ~ i t l i  tlie photoelectric cell, they measnre 
Activity 11-4 
the intensitjr of light a t  each warelength by reading tlle gahmaometer. 
This activity may be used as a cle~~loi-~strntioil anc , if a variable voltage 
source is used in conjuulction with the inca~lclescellt lalllp, a direct 
correlation nlay be 111acle betv-een heat ailcl color. 
OBSERVATIONS OF STARS OF DIFFERENT TEMPERATURE 
Direct the stuclents to loolr a t  certain specific stars to cletermine tlle 
colors of each. I n  the fall tn70 goocl stars are Vegcz ailcl Arcturus. 
I11 the winter Rigel ancl Betelgeuse nre readily visible. The  stnclents 
should preclict the relative temperatures of each star observed com- 
parecl to each other a i d  to the Sun. 
Star Color 
Vega White 
Rigel Blue White 
Arcturus Orange 
Betelgeuse Red 
Suul Yellow 
H. ATOMIC SPECTRA 
ENERGY LEVELS The light that colnes fro111 an operating electric light comes fro111 the 
inotioll of electroils in the luuliliinons material. 
Collsider the sinlplest of all atoins, llyclrogen, 11-l-hicll has only one orbit- 
ing electron. Qunntuul~l ~llechanics tates that the electron may not oc- 
cx11)y just ally region around the nucleus, bulk must exist i n  one of a 
fisecl number of orbits or energy levels. The clifferent energy levels 
describe the different amouults of energy the electroil inay hare as it 
111oves about the aucleus. As  ~ ~ ~ i t l l  the orbits, the amounts of energy are 
also quantized. 
The  lo\\~est energy state of the electroll in  the hydrogen ato~ll, ancl 
in ally atom, is callecl the grouncl state. A11 electroil may be raisecl fro111 
the gro~ulcl state to an escitecl state if i t  is given an alllount of energy 
froin a source of heat, light, or  electrical energy. I f  too much energy 
is suppliecl, 'the electroil is stripped fro111 its nucleus, a i d  the atoll1 is 
said to be ionizecl. 
I f  we ~ u t  some l~yclrogen gas in a glass tube at  lo\v pressure a~lcl thea 
ionize i t  by passing sollle electrical energy througll tlle tube, the hy- 
clrowen 87s  ill elnit visible light in adclition to other I\-aveleilgths of P 
racl~atio~l \~-hicIl we caililot see. This racliation is elllittecl when elec- 
trons in the hyclrogen gas  toili is lose the energy given them by the 
electi-icity ancl fall back towarc1 the prouilcl state. B n  escitecl electron 
cloes not relllaill long in the escitecl state, but loses the energy it ac- 
quirecl through a radiative process. Since the excitation energy has 
been absorbed in fixed nalounts, flie energy is reradiatecl in fisecl 
amo~ults. 
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The ~ ~ a v e l e ~ ~ g t h s  of the racliatecl light are therefore fixecl a i d  sep- 
arated, Since there are different quailtnili levels to ~vhich electroils 
may be excitecl, f i e  atoills of ally one eleilleilt nlay proclnce light a t  
nlore than one ~~~avelei lgth,  but each XT-&velength nlill be discrete. Since 
a clifferent ~vavelength illeails a different color, we can, with the aicl of 
a spectroscope, see that  the light froill hydrogen is really nlacle up of 
a series of bright lii~es of cliffereilt colors. This is true for  ally elellleilt 
~ v l ~ i c l ~  can be vaporizecl ailcl then excitecl by electricity or heat. 
Since the energy of photoils radiatecl by the atoll1 clepe~lcls partially on 
the charge on the ancleus, nncl since by definition each elelllent has a 
unique iluclear charge, then the atollls of each eleilleilt will procluce a 
set of bright lines at  unique ~~~avelengths .  Eve*ry eleillellt may therefore 
be icleiltifiecl wit11 the sl~ectroscope by observing its einilttecl bright 
lines. 
THE NATURE OF PHOTON PRODUCTION 
A useful, tl~ougll inexact, analogy of photon production i n  the atoll1 
is the gain and loss of energy by an object ~ ~ h i c h  has been lifted ancl 
falls back to the Earth. Accorcling to the lam of the coilservatioil of 
energy, the exact amo~ult of energy absorbed by the object ~ ~ l l e n  lifted 
"13 innst be given off when it falls back. The amo~ult  of energy clel3encls 
upon the mass of the object, the force of gravity, mlcl the height of the 
object, or E=fVgh. The student slloulcl be required to calculate the 
l~otential energy of an object the saille clistailce abo7-e the surface of 
different planets, the Eartli, Moon, and so forth. The cliffereilt gravity 
oil each planet  ill procluce n difference in the amo~ult  of energy. (See 
the table of Solar Systein Data i n  Unit  IV.)  This  is rongl~ly coill- 
parable t o  the clifferent cllarge on the nucletxs of atoills in an  elelllent. 
It must be stressed that in the atoll1 the arailable positioils of the elec- 
t ron are liillited ; therefore the energy is quantized. 
BUILDING A SPECTROSCOPE 
Materials: Cigar box with cover, trallsivlissioll cliffraction grating, 
razor blacles, six-inch length of thin copper wire, g~s-clischarge tubes, 
lligll-voltage source for  exciting tubes 
The grating shoulcl be fastenecl, with scotch tape or thtuil~b taclis, 01-er 
:I, rectangular hole cut ill the front of the box. I11 the 1)ac~li a aarrow 
vertical opening shonlcl be cut over ~ ~ h i c h  razor blacles call be motultecl 
to illalie a slit. R narrow horizoiltal opening slionlcl be cnt so that the 
copper wire call be seen tllroucrh it. TTThen the grating and slit are ? lined np ivitll m excited gas-cllscharge tube, an  eye in front of the 
grating mill see one or illore spectrmn lines, \ ~ h i c h  appear to coine froin 
the back of the box. Holcling the wire  here the lines appear to be will 
lllalie i t  possible for one to mark points, froin ~ ~ h i c h  a scale in Angstrom 
units call be ~7-ritten along the llorizoiltal opening on the back of the 
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box. To  improve visibility, the user shoulcl close the cover while the 
spectroscope is in use. 
CALIBRATING THE SPECTROSCOPE 
Using the ntull~erical values below and soille l\rno~1711 gases (exalnples 
below), calibrate the spectroscope just constructecl. The valnes are 
given iin ailgstrol~l ~lilits. 1 A=lO-s ce~rtimeter. 
Wavelength boundaries for color groups 
Visible spectruln : 4000-7000 
Violet : 40004240 
Blue : 4240-4912 
Green : 4912-5750 (iiiaxilli~ul~ visibility a~t  5560) 
Yello-\v : 5750-5850 
Orange : 5850-6470 
Red : 6470-7000 
Typical representative values 
Violet : 4100 
Blue : 4700 
Green : 5200 
Pello~v : 5800 
Orange : 6000 
Red : 6500 
Sonie ol~a~acteristic bright lines 
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Heliuni (He) : 5876,4686,6678,4471 
Hyclrogen ( H )  : 4861,6563,4340,4101 
Mercury (Hg)  : 4358,5461,5770,5791 
Make a scale on the ~~riildow provided, labeling the coloi*s and bright 
lines availaible in ~ailgstroin nnite. 
IDENTIFICATION OF UNKNOWN ELEMENT 
Using tlie spectroscol~e just constructed, examine an ~uillniio\.;n gas, 
and using the list below, identify the gps preseiit. This will verify the 
accuracy of tlie calibratioiis on the specti-oscope. I f  the spectroscope is 
calibrated accurately, it nlay no\v be used to study the speotra of the 
S~lli, and so on. 
Tlie "~ulknown" should be one of the eleinents listecl belo~v. Values are 
in angstrom miits and are taken froill the HANDBOOIC OF CHERI- 
ISTRY AND PHYSICS (45th edition). All are eiliission spectra. 
(Note : This activity inay be postponed, if desired, until the cliscussion 
of stellar characteristics has been completecl.) 
ICrypton (ICr) : 5570,5871 
Srgon (A) : 6965,7067,7504 
Fluorine ( F )  : 6856,6902 
Li.tl1iuin (Li) : 3233,4603,6104,6708 
Strontixmi (Sr)  : 4607,4832,4872,4962 
Neon (Ne) : 5401,5833,5853,6402 
Nitrogen (N) : 4100,4110,5667,5676,5680 
Xaloii (Xe) : 4501,4624,4671 
Zinc (Zn) : 4680,4722,4810,6362 
Zircoiliuin (Zr) : 4688,4710,4739,4772,4815 
Scandixuin (Sc) : 4020,4024,5672 
I. STELLAR SPECTRA 
IDENTIFICATION OF UNKNOWN ELEMENT 
The stuctents may use the spectroscope to identify the gases in neoil 
signs. I f  a local supplier or repair conlpaily is located in the area, he 
]nay be ~ ~ ~ i l l i n g  to supply the signs and transformer, or the stuclents 
may attempt to  allalyze the signs on conlinercia1 Isuilclings in the area. 
Tubes ~vi th  recl color contain neon ; tubes with blue color contain argon. 
All other colors are mixtures of these t11-o gases with or ~vitllout coated 
tubes. Occasion,zlly mercury vapor is added for brilliance and  nay be 
iclentifiecl as the same sequeilce of lines as in a stailclard fluorescent 
tube. 
ANALYSIS OF Stars are elllitters of light, so the spectroscope can be used to cletermine 
STELLAR SPECTRA the elelllents present. When we analyze the spectra of iliost stars, in- 
eluding the Stui, however, we see a coiltin~~ous spectr~~ilz with clarlc 
lines. The reason for this is stated in the following example: 
I f  one traps sollle sodiiuin vapor in a bottle ancl tlieii passes a spec- 
trum of colors through the bottle, some of the yellow light will not 
pass tlirougl~ because tlie soclium atolns ~vill have absorbed the yel- 
lo117 wavelength of light whicl~ correspolicls to the energy that, by 
qua i i t~~i i~  inecl~anics, the electrons are perii~ittecl to absorb. The 
electrons clo not store the energy, but radiate it in less t l ~ a n  a mil- 
lioiltll of a second. The reasoil one is able to see an absorption spec- 
truill is that the reracliatecl ener,q collies out in all clirections, 
whereas the exciting energy ill the forin of the beanz of altered white 
light coines out in just one direction. The waveleiigt11s of tlie cl'nrk 
lines are the same as tlie characteristic bright lines ~voulcl be for 
soclium. 
Tlie clata froill the spectroscope tells us that the star is a hot gszs uilcler 
high pressure surrounclecl by a cooler, low-pressure atmosphere. But 
iiiost iiiiportaiit i t  tells us that the stars are ~nacle up of exactly the 
sa~ne ele~iients that ilialie up the Earth ailcl that the same physical 
laws whicli govern t l ~ e  beliavior of matter on Earth govern the behav- 
ior of iilatter in the stars. 
SPECTRAL CLASSES TVhen the stars are scrutiiiized, it is found tlint cliflereat classes of 
spectra exist. The spectral classes are basecl on the visible presence 
of eleinents in certain ioilizatioll states ~vhich is clepeaclent 1113011 tem- 
perature. The 1iiai11 classes are, froin hottest to coolest, 0 B A P G R M, 
1~11icl-1 may be re~llemberecl by tlle phrase "Oh be a fine girl, kiss iiie." 
Eacll class is further subcliviclecl into 10 s~tbclasses clesig~atecl by the 
nu~l~bers 0-9. The following table briefly lists soiiie of each slsectral 
class. 
DRAPER CLASSIFICATION OF STELLAR SPECTRA 
Spectral Temper- 
class Example Elements present ature Color 
(OK) 
05 ----_--.. No bright star--  H, He, 0, N with elec- 50, 000 Blue-white 
trons removed 
BO - - -_ -_ -  Orion's belt ----- He a t  maximum in- 21,000 Blue 
tensity 
A0 - - - - - - -  Sirius - - - - - - _ - _ -  H maximum; Ca present- 10,600 Blue-white 
FO - - - - - - -  Canopus-- - - - - -  Ca increases; other 8, 200 White 
metals appear 
GO - - - - - -  Capella; Sun - - -_ Ca increases; other 5, 500 Yellow 
metals abundant 
KO - - - - - -  Arcturus - - - - - - -  Ca maximum; com- 4, 500 Orange 
pounds appear 
MO - - - - - -  Antares - - - - - - - -  Compounds prominent..-_ 3,200 Red 
Trinklein and Huffer: MODERN SPACE SCIENCE. Holt, Rinehart & Win- 
ston, 1961. Used by permission. 
J. THE HERTZSPRUNG-RUSSELL DIAGRAM 
Hertzspr~mg suiid Russell indepeiidently plotted spectral type against 
lui~liiiosity in conlparisoa wit11 the Sm. The H-R cliagraii~ is a useful 
tool for clisplayiilg overall inforiilatioll about stars. The full inealiiiig 
of the diagram ~vill not be apl~arelit uiitil stellar interior is considered 
in  Unit 111. 
The list below gives illforination about sl~ectral class ancl absolute 
magnitude for a group of stars. These stars, idelltifieel by tlie numbers 
which indicate their order in the table, have been locatecl oil the f o l l o ~ ~ -  
ing H-R diagram. 
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Star Absolute Spectral 
magnitude class 
. . 1. Slrlus . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  +l. 5 
2. Alpha Centauri- - - -_  - _ _ - _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - + 4.1  
3. R i g e l - - - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - _  -6.4 
4. Sirius B - - - - - - -___-__-__-_____-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  +11 
5. Procyon - - - - _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - -  $2.7 
6. Epsiloil Indi ---_ _ _  _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - -  - - -  - -  - -  - - - - -  - _ -  - - _  + 6.5 
7. S u n - _ _ - _ - _ - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  $4.2 
8. S p i c a - _ - - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -2.4 
9. B Crucis - ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -3.5 
10. Betelguese-- - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  -5.8 
11. A n t a r e s - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - -  -2.6 
12. FomaIhaut_-----------------------------------  +a 
13. Kruger _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  + 11 
THE H-R DIAGRAM 
Set up a blank H-R cliagram 011 the blackboarcl or overhead projector, 
and distribute blank H-R diagrains with several stars aiid their spec- 
tral classes aiicl ltuninosities listecl be lo^^^ the cliagrain. The stuclents 
plot tlie stars on the cliagrani ancl tliea are aslied what characteristics 
are relatecl for iilaiil sequelice stars. 
Questiolis: Why are some cool stars very l~mlinous? TVhy are mine 
hot stars very cljxl? Iiltroclnce, by explaining tho clepenclence of stellar 
brightiless on size ailcl temperature, tlie coiicept of reel giants alicl ~ ~ ~ h i t e  
clmarfs. Stars plottecl in the upper-right coriler of the cliagram are cool 
but very bright; they are therefore T-ery large-reel giants. Stars in 
the lower-left corner are hot but very clim; they are therefore very 
sniall-white dwarfs. The class lliay now searell for the coiilnloii 
clei~oininator of tlie iilaiii seclnence. Binary stars are cliscnssecl as a 
inealis of clete~~iliniag mass. Maill sequence stars seein to have about 
the same mass. Stellar lilass limy be estiiliated througll obserratioils 
~ v i t l ~  the spectroscope. 
Spectral class 
A P G 
3 
10 
11 
6 
Blue Yellow Orange Red 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. Horn does the scientist distinguish between an elelneiit ancl a conl- 
pound? A coiilpouilcl ailcl a mixture ? 
2. What particles are coiitaiiiecl in tlie iincleus of an atoni? 
3. What is the clifference bet\~-een atoinic nuniber ancl atoillic weigllt? 
4. Which exlseriineilt of Rutherforcl's causeci hiill to construct the 
liuclear illode1 of the atom ? Describe the experiment. 
5. What basic force in nature holcls the electrons in  orbit arouncl tlie 
nucleus ? 
6. What basic force in nature 11olcls the planets in orbit arouncl the 
su11 ? 
7. What basic force i11 nature holcls the atoinic aucleus together ? 
8. Wliat role do you tliinlr: the neutrons play in nuclear stability? 
9. List tlie types of waves in tlie electromagi~etic spectruin from high 
to low energy. 
10. Why clo elements ~11011~ unique ~~aoeleiigths of light? 
11. What exactly happens in the atom -when i t  elnits a photon? 
12. What characteristics are usecl to clistinguish between one spectral 
class of stars ancl another 9 
13. How can a star be iiltriilsically very bright ancl yet relatively cool ? 
14. Most stellar spectra are absorlstion spectra. T4That can you say about 
the structure of the star ? 
15. Why is the spectroscope a valuable tool in astrolloiliy ? 
16. Wliy clo compouads appear in the spectra of I< ancl M stars ailcl 
not in the spectra of stars belonging to other spectral classes? 
(See the table of spectral classes in Sec. I.) 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION 
1. Take sollie colllii~on liousellolcl iteins, such as milli, salt, nails, or 
ammonia, a i d  prove \~-hether each is a coil~pouncl, elenleiit, or niix- 
tare. 
2. Make a poster showing the cllaracteristics of each spectral class with 
colored cira~~-iags of ~1111a.t yon think a star of each class looks like. 
3. TTitli a star chart ancl reference bool: find the bright stars in the 
sky. After observing their colors, guess what the spectral class of 
each is. Then checli yonr answer in the reference bool:. 
4. The fact that most of the stars we can observe fall in tlie main 
sequence inclicates that there is soine factor which regulates their 
energy release. lV11at conlcl this factor be? Why ? 
5. Construct a mechanical inodel of tlie atoni sl~o~ving how a photon 
is produced. 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS 
RADIO WAVES (27 mill.) color McGraw-Hill Textfilms. Manmade 
ancl nnt~~r,zl  raclio waves are discussed. Inflnel~ce of tlie ionosphere 011 
radio waves is explainecl. The re1,ztionship between radio waves, the 
ionosphere, the Earth's magnetic force, ancl solar activity is delineated. 
The new science of radio astrollonly is clescribed. An excellent film for 
the inore advanced high school stuclent. 
CHEMICAL FAMILIES (21 min.) color Modern Learning Aicls. 
Deals with the classificatioli of elements. Atoinic weights ancl nun~bers 
are esanlinecl and the perioclic table is explainecl. This film is recom- 
nlendecl for the advanceci h ig l~  school stuclent. 
EXPLORING T H E  UNIVERSE (11 min.) b/w Encyclopaeclia Bri- 
tannica Films. Describes the vastness of the universe ancl tlie com- 
plexity of inotion going on in it,. Exanliiles stars ancl clusters sliowing 
their nzotion in relation to each other and as part of a great galaxy. 
Also toaclles on the theory of the expancling tulivei.se. 
COSMIC RAYS (27 mill.) b/w General Dynamics. Lecture by Br~ulo 
Rossi. 
T H E  STRANGE CASE O F  T H E  COSMIC RAYS (60 min.) color 
Bell Telephone Co. 
LASER-THE LIGHT O F  T H E  FUTURE (30 min.) color Nn- 
tional Eclucational Television Film Service. Explains principles and 
first laser applications. 
SPEED O F  LIGHT (21 mill.) b /~v  Tihclern Learning Aicls. PSSC 
physics film. 
SEAS O F  INFINITY HQa 135 1969 (14% inin.) color National 
Aeronautics aiicl Space Aclministration. Describes the Orbiting 
Astrononiical Observatory (OAO) , a series of orbiting telescopes usecl 
to stucly stars not visible froni Earth. Features coinnients by leading 
scientists on the potential of this aclvancenleiit in astronoiny. 
Aildresses ore Zbted in the A p p o ~ d i ~ .  
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ATOMIC NUCLEI AND STARS 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
At  the conclusion of this unit the student sl~oulcl mve the following 
understandings : 
1. The source of stellar energy 
2. Nuclear fusioil aild the illeailiilg of billcling energy 
3. T11e relaitioaship betweell the cosmic ab~uldance of eleinellts ailcl 
nuclear binding enei-gy 
4. The origin of stars 
5. Tlle interior of stars 
6. Stellar evolutioil 
7. The argumeilts suppoi-ting the cosnlologies 
A. THE ENERGY OF STARS 
ENERGY SOURCES The stars release vast amounts of energy. Three possible illecllmisn~s 
for producing this energy are gravit~tional collapse, chemical reac- 
tions, and anclear ~-eactions. I f  the first ~ T Y O  were the source of energy 
for the Sun, which is a star, it ~rcsulcl have brwilecl out illany illlllioils 
of years ago. I f  maiiltaii~ed by the gravitatioll~al collapse theory, the 
Sun ~voulcl a short time ago h a ~ e  llncl to be mucll larger than it is aow. 
(The fossil record indicates that tlie amount of insulatioil of the sur- 
Activity 111-1 
face of the Earth has 'been approximately constant for hundreds of 
millions of years.) The remaining possibility, nuclear reactions, may 
be used to explain the great energy release. 
I f  one were to measure the mass of four protons separately and find 
that each had an approximate mass of 1.008 atomic mass units (AMU) , 
and if he were somehow able to  fuse these four protons, it would seem 
that the totaJ mass of the product or products should be the sa.me, 
1.008 X 4 or 4.032 AMTT. Under extraordinary circulnstallces this fusion 
has been performed onEarthwitll a very interesting result. 
The four protons fuse to form one heliun~ a,tonl, composed of two 
neutrons and two protons, plus two positrons, plus energy primarily 
in the form of gamma rays. The interesting part of this reaction is that 
when the inass of the products is dete~mined, it is found t o  be about 
4.003 AMU; i.e., 0.029 AMU disappears. According to  Einstein, the 
missing mass is converted into energy according to the relatioisl~ip 
E=&, where E is the energy, qn the mass, and c the speed of 
light. Since the speed of light is a very large number, the equation 
tells us that a very small amount of mass may produce a vast amount 
of energy. I n  fact 1 kilogram of a,ily substance can furnish the same 
amount of energy as could be obtained from burning 3X10~011s  
of coal. 
ATOMIC ENERGY AND THE SUN 
Have the students calculate how rlnuch energy would be released if 
the teacher were completely converted to energy. Example : 
E= mc2 
=lo0 kgX (3X lo8 mlsec)' 
=9 X 10ls joules 
What is the mass equivalent in burning cod?  The Sun releases energy 
nt the rate of about 3.8X1OZ6 joule/sec. How much mass loss per 
second does this represent ? Rearranging the equation above, 
E joules 
?nag= 2 c mlsec 
The mass loss per second is found to be approximately 4.2X 10"g/ 
sec or about 5 X lo7  tons. TVhat is the mass loss in a year? The present 
mass of the Sun is about 1.98X 1030 kilogram, and its current age 
is believed to be about 5 X lo9 years. If  the eneitgy release has been 
constant during the lifetime of the Sun, what \\-as its mass at the 
time of formation ? 
Mass at forrlnation = present mass+ (5 X lo9 years X mass loss per 
year). 
What percentage of the Sun's nl,ass has been consumed? 
B. BINDING ENERGY 
BINDING ENERGY The fusion of four protoils is not the only possible energy-releasing 
PER NUCLEON nuclenr reaction. There are ~iiaiiy others. I f ,  for example, ITT attellipt 
to fnse the heliruii atoll  ~ ~ i t l i  at1 aclditio~ial proton, we fiilcl that  energy 
is absorbed, but if additional particles are fnsecl to this g r o ~ ~ i i i ~  nu- 
cler~s, energy is released. I n  fact, as we proceed tlirongli the periodic. 
table it see~ils that  tlie energy-releasing nuclear reactions arc those 
\~l i ich build up  atoilis by atomic illass 4. This pheiio~nenon exists mltil 
iron, ato~liic illass 56, is reacliecl. Then all fnrtlier bnildnp of 
 tollis is by tlie aclclitioii of particles (probably iieutrons) is 113. energy- 
absorbing (enclotlieilliic) reactioiis. The e1ierg-y released in esother~llic 
nuclear fusion reactions is the sailie amornit of energy ~vhicli ~ ~ ~ o u l d  
be requirecl to break the atoms apart  ancl therefore is callecl the bincl- 
ing eiiei*gy. The cliagram provides n comparison of binding energy per 
nncleoa. 
Approxi~~iata atoliiic weight 
"The electron rol t  (eV) is defined as  the energy acqllired h;r ally charged par- 
ticle carrying unit electroilic charge ~ x ~ l ~ e ~ l  i t  falls through n l>ote~ltinl differc~lce 
of ollc 1-olt. The 1\1cTT is  equal to 10"V and is called ll~illioll t'lectro~l ~ o l t s .  One 
;~tomic lllass unit (AAlU) is eqnivalent to 031 AIeV if tlte Illass u'ere coml>letcl?- 
converted to energy. 
Note, that  tlie bincling eiiergy per iiucleo~i for  the uranium atoin is less 
tliail that  of tlie iron atoi~i ;  hence, if the uraiiiunl :~toi-~i is split to for111 
t ~ v o  frag~lze~its near t o  iron, energy ~vi l l  he released. Tliis esl)lains 
~ r h y  the fission of certain atollis may rele;~se nergy ancl 1171ig~ tlie fiusion 
of otliers iiiay also release eiier,gy. I n  botli c:lses the product is farther 
"11 tlie bincling energy curve tllail the reactants. 
Activity 111-2 NUCLEAR EQUATIONS AND BINDING ENERGY 
The alteratioi~ of a nuucle~zs by bombard~nent wit11 pal.ticles may be 
visualized very easily by a sinlple galno using marbles of tv-o clifferent 
colors. The stuclents place a string in a circle on the floor to represent 
the bouulclaly of the nucleus. One color, red for exanlple, represents 
protons, ailcl the other, black, rel3resents neutrons. Using the pelioclic 
t,able ancl tlie appropriate n~unber of red ancl black inarhles, tho stu- 
dents asseillble a nuucleus wvitl~in the ring. Protoils or neutroiis arc I lie11 
shot illto the ~lucleuus ancl the resulting reactions are ~vritten in equa- 
tion foim. After wvriting the equation for tlie marble "nuclear reac- 
tioa," the stuclent call coilsudt the binding energy graph to cletei~i~ine 
wvliethes the reaction is exotl~ermic or en~lotlle~inic. 
C. THE COMPOSITION OF COSMIC MATERIAL 
TABLE OF ABUNDANCE The universe is fillecl wit11 thin clouzds of llyclrogen in the space be- 
OF 'OME ELEMENTS IN tween stars. We know these clouds as dark objects in the Milliy Way 
THE COSMOS 
ancl by the interstellar absorption spectruu~n. Stars are co~i~posecl of
inaterials listed in the follow~ing table. 
ABUNDANCE OF SOME ELEMENTS IN THE COSMOS 
Atomic Abundance 
Elements Symbol weight by number 
of atoms 
Hydrogen-- - -_-_- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  H 
Helium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  He 
C a r b o n _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ - - - - - - - - - - - -  C 
Nitrogen - - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  N 
O x y g e n - - - - - _ - _ _ - - - - - _ _ - _ - - - - - - _ _ _ _ - - -  0 
Neon-_ - -_ -_____- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Ne 
M a g n e s i u m - _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Mg 
Sil icon----- .___-----_----------------  Si 
Sulfur - - _ - - - _ - - - -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S 
Argon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A 
I ~ o n - - - _ - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Pe 
Germanium - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Ge 
S i l v e r - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  Ag 
Gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  A11 
Uranium - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  U 
The table of cosinic abundances was compiled from analysis of Ear t l~ ,  
nleteorites, solar spectra, stellar spectra, ancl interstellar absorl>tion 
spectra. Abnndances are given relative to l~yclrogen, wvhicli is repre- 
senteci, by 1. Tlie ainount of inatter in interstellar space is  approxi- 
iiiately equal to the amount of iiiatter i11 stars. There are abouut 100 
billion stars in t l ~ e  Milky Way ggsllaxy ailcl tliere are about 10 billion 
galaxies. Interstellm niateri~~l is clistribntecl nonuniforinly by chance ; 
atoins of iilterstellar ~natter  have nothing to slow tlle~n clo~vn nor any 
force to iilake tllern fall. 
Activity 111-3 CORRELATION OF THE COSMIC ABUNDANCE OF ELEMENTS WITH 
BINDING ENERGY 
(Why should certain eleineiits be inore abunclant than others?) 
Present the students wit11 the table of ab~mdaiice above ancl develop 
the problem. The elen~ents not sho~vn in the table are of very low abt~un- 
dance. I f  the students clo not see the reletionsl~ip between tliis table 
a,licl the bincling energy graph, tlien clisplay the graph and ask then1 to 
list the eleineilts that ~vould release the nlost energy a.s fusion products. 
These are the eleineiits at  the successive peaks on the grapli. The corre- 
la6tion between the billding energy of atoms and the abundance of atonis 
leads one to believe that atoms are or IT-ere built up in tlie universe f roil1 
sinaller atoms-probably hyclrogeii because of its great ab~~iidance. 
D. THE FORMATION OF STARS 
PROTON FUSION E'or two protons or two liuclei to fuse, the particles niust be iliovillg 
toward each other at  speeds high enough to overcollie tlie electrical 
repelling force of like cllarges. A t  slower speeds, the reactants cannot 
come within the range of the strong, short-range nuclear force. TVhe11 a. 
gas is heated, the particles speecl up in clirect proportion to the increase 
in  temperature. I f  a number of protons can be heated t o  a high enough 
temperature, ancl if tliey collide, they mill fitse. If lxydrogen fusion is 
the inecl~anisni by which the stars proclnce energy, tlieii me iliust ac- 
count for the energy recluirecl to bring the initial illass of protoils to 
n teinperature lligli ei~ougli to cause the first fusion reactions. The fol- 
lowing represents the current theory on star foriliatioil froiii tlxe inter- 
stellar gas clouds ancl sl~ows how the fusion reaction is started. 
By chance, atonis of interstellar gas forin clusters or cloucls. The regions 
of conclensatioil usually disperse into space before long. I f  the pocliet of 
gas is large eilougl~, gravitational forces between particles will holcl 
the pocket together iiiclefillitely and cause it to contract. Tit11 coiltrac- 
tioil will collie collisioiis ancl a resultant increase in teniperatt~re. I n  10 
niillioil years the i%rnperatx~re at  the center of the sliriidcing sphere 
reaches 5000" C. A t  5000" C collisioiis of altoins me violelit enough to 
dislodge the electrons froill the protons. The restzlt is a spherical 
cloud conlposed of electrons aiicl protons. With further contmction, 
the sphere shrinks to the size of a star ancl the temperature a t  the center 
rises to the critical value of 10 ii~illion clegrees C. At a temperature of 
10 inillion clegrees C, protons are sufficiently energetic to move very 
close together eve11 tllougli eledroinagnetic forces of repnlsion teiicl to 
keep tlleili apart. Wlleii the protons move 11-itliin 2 ten-trillioiiths of a11 
inell of eacli otlier, very powerfi~l short-range nuclear forces cause tlie 
protons to fuse into a single nucleus. Tlle fnsioii releases vast al~iouiits 
of energy. 
The fusion of protons to forill lleliulli is the first stage in the history of 
n star. It talies place during about 90 perceilt of tlie star's lifetime. 
Initially stars are coml~osecl mostly of llydrogen ; this hyclrogeii reacts 
by the proton-proton reaction or by the carbon cycle. The fusion of 
 roto on reaction begins ~vheii tlie kinetic energy (hence teinperature) 
of the hydrogen nuclei is sufficiently high so that in collisioil tlie charge 
repulsion is overconie ancl tlie nnclei al~proach close enough to react. 
The proton-proton reaction consists of tlie follo~ving three steps : 
a. ]H1+ lH1 -+lD2++le0+ v + 1.44 MeV 
b. lD2+1H1 -+2He3+y $5.49 MeV 
c. 2He3$ 2He3-+2He4+ lH1+ lH1 + 12.85 MeV 
Y = iieutriao 
y=gamma ray 
D = deuterium (heavy hydrogen) 
+leO=positron 
The four-proton reaction stated at  the beginning of this unit is  a suin- 
ination of tlie above reaction. 
Demonstration 111-1 PROTON FUSION AT HIGH VELOCITIES 
(How clo two protons overcome the repelling electrical force in  order 
to fuse2) 
Place two bar magnets on dowel rollers so that tlie north poles are 
facing each other. As one magnet is inovecl slo~vly towarcl the otlier, 
the repelling force pushes t.lle other magnet away. I f  the first niagllet 
is now pushed very rapidly to~vard the secoiicl they will make contact. 
This demonstration may be coinparecl to the need for higll velocities 
to fuse protons. 
Demonstratioti 111-2 FRICTIONAL HEATING AND GRAVITATIONAL ENERGY 
Friotional heating may Lye easily cleinoiistratecl by having the students 
rub any two objects, iiiclucling their hands, together. I f  this exercise is 
follomcl by a discussion of the reentry heating of spacecraft surfaces, 
it may be sl~own that gravitational energy 1nay be convertecl to heat 
energy. 
E. STELLAR STRUCTURE 
COLLAPSE AND The energy releasecl by the fusion process is radiated. One-half of the 
COOLING gravitational energy of collapse that heats tlie material of a star 
is lost froin a star by racliation. The center of the star beconies very 
hot, and the proton fi~sion reackion causes the procluctioii of gamma 
rays in the center. The gamma rays are absorbecl by surrounding re- 
gions whicli are less l o t  and reeinit X-rays; these are absorbecl ancl 
reemitted by cooler regions czs less energetic X-rays and ultraviolet 
rays; tliese are absorbed near the relatively cool surface of the star ailcl 
reeinitted as visible light (also ultraviolet and itlfrarecl) . The star con- 
tinues to collapse and fi~rnisli energy that is mdiatecl until Uie tempera- 
ture of the center reaclies 10 iiiillioii clegrees C, at ~vhicli tiiiie nucleal. 
reactions begin ancl give off energy to niaintaiii further nuclear 
reactions. 
The energy release halts the flu-tiler collapse of the star, vl~icli  exists 
in a state of equilibriunz bot~veen the ou t~~arc l  pressure of the gas in 
the star by the release of nuclear energy ancl the inward force created 
by the force of gravity. 
Hyclrogen reactions continue uiltil the hydrogen in the center of the 
star is co~~vertecl to helium. This talces 101° years for the Stm, lo7  years 
for a star 10 tinles more massive, ancl lo1? years for a star one-tenth 
as massive. Tlle illore nlassi~re star is sllorter livecl because the greater 
gravity i l lu~t be balanced by a greater ontn~nrcl force ancl hence greater 
fuel consumption. 
Whak occurs during the re~na.ining 10 percent of a stark lifetime cle- 
pends upon the size of the star. This ~17ill be clisc~~ssecl in the next 
section. 
Demonstration 111-3 THERMAL EXPANSION OF GASES 
(Why cloes a star not conlpletely collal~se? ) 
Suspend a plastic cleaner's bag, ~ v i t l ~  the hangecl encl closecl, over a 
bunsen burner. The rising hot air ~vill cause the bag to expand slloming 
the tl-~ern~al expansion of gases. That sucll thernlal expansion can resist 
the forces of gravity nlay be denlonstrated by letting go of the bag 
when it is fillecl. It 1x411 float to the ceiling. Altllougll the forces in- 
volved in the flotation of the bag are some\vhat different from those 
wvllicll prevent the collapse of the star, the clei~loilstratioil is a dranlatic 
nleans of illustrating the snstaining role of heat in the stellar moclel. 
F. EVOLUTION OF STARS 
RED GIANTS AND The first signs of stellar old age are swelling ancl reddening of the 
WHITE DWARFS outer regions. This is the red-giant stage. As hydrogen is usecl up in 
the center and hyclrogen reactions inove slig-htly  out\^-arcl, the star 
expands as mucll as 60 times ancl the surface beconles cooler ancl hence 
redder. Wllen a star's reserves of hydrogen fuel are exhaustecl, hydro- 
gen reactions can no longer supply the energy for racliation, ancl stars 
less niassiw tllan the Sun collapse to tlie size of the Earth, racliat-ing 
as white cl\va,rfs until they finally cool ancl become clark. Stars inorc 
nlassive than the Sun collapse until the center temperature reaches 
100 inillion degrees C. At  this temyert~ture llelium has sufficient energy 
to react to forin casbon. This process consists of two reactions : 
,He4+ ,He4-+4Be8+-y -95 lceTT 
4Be8+,He4-+~C1z+y +7.4 MeV 
The column on the right inclicates the energy released. A negative sign 
nienns tllat energy is asbsordbecl in the reaotion. The collapse then stops 
until the helimn is consumed. Snbseqr~ently, when the Ilelium fuel 'is 
exhausted, a secoilcl collapse 2nd temperature increase occurs until the 
temperatnre reaches 300 million degrees C, at which temperature 
carbo11 iluclei react to form heavier. elenlents. Coiltraction, heating, and 
nuclear syntlzesis continue until a11 the eleme~lts through iron are 
fornecl. Iron has the greatest bincling energy per ~lucleon; therefore, 
iron cannot liberate energy in further ~lnclear reactions. The star 
t,hen collapses, catastropliically rebounding in an explosioiz (super- 
iiora) . I11 this explosion temperatures reach 5 X 1091egrees C. At 
this temperature tlie heavier eleinentc; t l~ roug l~  uraiziu~n are formed by 
neutron capture. All the material of the star is  reclistributed in  inter- 
shllar  space. 
Demonstration 111-4 NUCLEAR REACTIONS OF NUCLEI HEAVIER THAN HYDROGEN 
(Why can heavy nnclei conlbine at hig11er temperatu~res oilly?) 
The greater charge on the heavier nuclei nleans a greater speecl is 
recluirecl to bring the nuclei togetller. The greater speecl means a 
higher teiilperature. 
Repeat Deqlzoqzst~utio~z 111-1, using electromagnets with a variable 
voltage source. As the voltage is iilcreasecl a greater speecl is re- 
quired to bring the magnets togetller. 
6. COSMOLOGY-THE UNIVERSE AS A WHOLE 
As stars explocle they spray forth elenlellts which are drawn together 
to for111 a gaseous clo~~cl and subsequently a uew star. I f  this theory 
is correct, the universe can go on tl~rougll the birth alid cleath of stars 
uultil the basic hydrogen is consu~ii~ecl. There are about 100 billion 
stms in our galaxy (the Millcy Way). The universe contains soine 10 
billion galaxies. This is estiniatecl fronz saiiiple co~uits taken in  illany 
regions of the universe. Gdaxies a;l,pear to be randolilly groupecl. 
THE COSiLIOLOGY 
PRINCIPLE 
THE RED SHIFT 
Over lasge-soale werages it appears that galaxies lare distributecl 
imiforn~ly tl~rongllont he visible xuliverse. The postulate that, incleecl, 
the universe is ~ulifo~li i  alld galaxies are similar every~vliere is  called 
the cos~~iologioal principle. 
TVhen railroad mliistle passes, the itch ( freque~lcy) seenls to increase 
as the train a l ~ ~ ~ r o a c l ~ e s  ancl then clecreases as the train nloves away. 
This change in  frequency, Bno~\~n as the Doppler effect, also applies 
\vhe11 a Imainous bocly is :~p~roacl i i~ig  or receding. Light froni all 
:~pl>roaching object is sllifted to\vard a higher frequency (blne) , 
wvllile light from a rececliilg object is shiftecl towarcl a lower frequeilcy 
(red). Thus, a red shift nlealls that an object is moving away. TVllen 
i ~ e c t r a l  lines froin stars ill diitttnt galaxies :tre conlpttred ~vith spec.tr;ll 
lines obtainecl froni the stuciy of eleiilents in  the laboratory, they ap- 
pear to be shiftecl towarcl the red. The a111011ilt of shift is an illclication 
of the velocity of recession. TVhen the shift is to the red, so that 
the shiftecl velocity is less than the ~elocity of light, the velocity u of 
recession can be obtained from the following law of Doppler shift, 
where G is the velocity of light : 
Change in frequency -- v 
- 
Frequency c 
GALACTIC RECESSION It appears that )all galaxies, on the average, are receding from each 
other wit11 a velocity ~11icl1 is proportional to the distance betv-eel1 
them. 
IMPLICATIONS The use of the velocity-distance relationship suggds  that all galaxies 
exploded from one place approximately 10 billion years ago. This 
figure can be compared with the age of the Sun, estimated to be 4.5 bil- 
lion years, nild the age of olcler stars, estiinated to be 10 billion years. 
Recently scientists working at Bell Laboratories have discovered the 
existence of radiation 111 the radio portion of the electro~nagnetic 
speotrum, wliich has the same intensity 'egardless of tlle direction in 
~vhich the telescope is pointed. This radiation is believecl to pernleate 
the universe as the residue of 8% primordial explosion. 
H. THEORIES REGARDING THE ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE 
BIG BANG The universe started as a very hot center of protons, electrons, and 
HYPOTHESIS neutrons wlzich subsequently expanded, cooled, formed into galaxies 
and stars, ancl contiaues to expancl. Presently the universe is filled 
with radiation believed to be left over from the initial high temper- 
ature stage. 
STEADY-STATE This  assumes the perfect cosino~og~ca~ principle (that the universe 
MODEL is constant in time). As a consequence, to make up for the spreading 
of matter in the universe fro111 the expansion, new matter is postulated 
to be created constm~tly. However, there have been recent discoveries of 
radiation which is belie~recl to be a residue of the big bang. These dis- 
coveries of residual radiantion (described in sec. G) tend to discredit the 
steady -state model. 
PULSATING MODEL Some cosillologists envision a universe tlmt can be oscillating forever 
bet~veen its condensecl ailcl expandecl states. At the inoment no scientific 
cosmology is satisfactory. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. Prove that the Sun callnot be burning carbon as a prinlary energy 
source. 
2. State the hydrogen fusion reaction. 
3. Can you invent another energy releasing reaction ? 
4. Can you invent ail energy releasing reaction involving Fe5= ? 
5. Where does the material for stars come from ? 
6. What happens in a star which causes i6 to evolve? 
7. Why should nTe find many hot, blue stars imbedded ill nebulae but 
not inany ill gasless areas of the galaxy ? 
8. What does the red shitt have to do with oosmology t 
9. What prevents a ilewly formed star froin collapsiilg by its owvn 
graviky 1 
10. Why does a star cool ~vllen it expaads ? 
11. How does a supei-nova contribtzte to the fornlation of planets ? 
12. Why mill iluclear fusion take place oilly a t  high tenlperatures ? 
13. W l ~ a t  remilt discovery has discredited the steady-stak theory? 
14. Give a general outline of stellar evolutioii. 
15. I f  you saw two galaxies one of ~vllich had oilly red stars and the 
other of which had blue and red stars, ~vllich woulcl you say was 
older ? Wh;y ? 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION 
1. Make a display with other membei*s of the class oil stellar evol~~kion 
for the scllool library. 
2. Iilvestigate the abulldailce of elemeilts oil Earth ancl plot the111 
against the binding-energy graph. 
3. Do a research report on one of the cosmologies. 
4. Trace an atom from the original hydlwgei~ cloud ko your hand. 
5. Do iwearcl~ oil the current work being done oil controlling the 
llydrogeil fi~sioil reaction oil Eartll. 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS 
UNIVERSE HQa 91 1960 (28 min.) b / ~  Riatioilal Aeronautics ancl 
Space Administration. Explores by animation aild special effeots the 
solar system : Moon, Mars, Venus, Mercury, Earth, Satunl ancl on into 
the galaxies beyoncl the JIilky Way. This is an esccllcilt fill11 for all 
higll scl~ool st~~clents. 
UNLOCICING THE ATOM (20 111i11.) b/w U S .  iltomic Energy 
Commission. I s  clesignecl to acquaint the stuclents ~ ~ i t l l  the principles 
that govern the at0111 and its use. It describes ellaill reaction, atoniic 
structure, ancl the properties of alpha, beta, and painm:l rays ant1 
the operation of the cyclotron. 
TRANSURANIUM ELEMEKTS (23 mill.) color Moclenl Learning 
Alicls. A fairly aclvancecl cliscussioil of the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~e ailcl iclentifica- 
tioil of elements 93 to 103, ancl the probleins of placiilg tllein on the 
periodic table. Fill11 shonld be a useful acljulict to the discussioil of 
stellar creation of the elements. 
UNIVERSE OW A SCRATCHPAD H Q  164 1967 (28 min.) b/n- 
Nations1 Aeronautics ailcl Space Aclll~inistration. A canclicl portrait of 
:I inoclcr~l clay astrol)hysicist, ailcl his i~letllocls and objectires ill stucly- 
lilg the uni.\-erse. Illnstra~tes the morlr of Dr. Robert J a s t r o ~ ~  and Dr.  
Patriclr Thacldeus a t  t,11c NASA Goclclsrcl Institute f o ~  Space Studies, 
Ne~v  Yorlr City. 
3IADABIE CURIE  (20 nlin.) b/w Teaching Fill11 Cnstoclians. Ex-  
rerpts froill Jletl.o-C*old\~~11-3l:1yer biographical fill11 of life and \\-orli 
of Maclame Curie. 
S E A S  of INFINITI '  HQa 135 1968 (14% mill.) color Satioilal 
,'ceronautics ailcl Space ,Icli1iinistratioi1. Describing the Orbiting 
-'cstrononiieal Oljserratory (OAO),  a series of orbiting telescopes 
nsecl to st11cly stars not ~ i s i b l e  from Earth. Featui-es colllinellts by lead- 
ing scientists on the potential of this acl7-ancei~lent in astronomy. 
iltldresses co-e listccl i?b the Bppe~ldiz.  
TEACHER AND STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY 
See tea.cller bibliography and stt~clent bibliography fro111 Unit  11. 

THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
At the conclusion of this unit the student s h o ~ ~ l d  .have the following 
understandings : 
1. The possible origin of the solar systenl 
2. The cha.racteristics of the Sun 
3. The characteristics of the Moon 
4. The characite~istics of the planets 
5. The characteiisitics of the Earth's aitnlosphere which perinit the 
maintenance of life on Earth 
6. Methocis of clating the Earth 
A. THE SOLAR SYSTEM IS BORN 
COLLISION THEORY There are two principal theories of the origin of the solar system. 
One theory proposes that the planets were fori~lecl as byprod~~cts of a 
stellar catastrophe in which the Sun collideci wit11 a passillg star. 
Gaseous filanlents torn out of the two stars were attracted by the S~ul's 
gravity and forcecl into orbit. The streaills of hot gas coilcleilsed to 
forill the meinbers of the solar systeill other t ha i  the Sun. Since the 
likelil~oocl of a collision bet\\-een stars is very slight, there must be very 
few planets in the galaxy. 
Recently several planets have been clisco\-erecl circling aromlcl nearby 
stars. One of these stars is Barnard's Star: hour angle 17 hours 53 
CONDENSATION 
THEORY 
Activity IV-1 
minutes, declination + 4" 25 minutes, visual apparent inagilitude 9.53, 
apparent niotion 0.06 second of arc, period 1.1 years. The apparent 
inotioii of this star suggests the presence of an object or objects re- 
volving about it, hence the assnml~tion of either a twin star or a planet. 
I11 this case the invisible compai~ion appears to be too sinall to be a 
star. Sincs the collisioil theory leads to  the prediction that it is very 
unlikely for nearby stars to have encircling planets, the cliscoveiy of 
these planets casts doubt on tlie valiclity of the theory. 
A second theory of the origin proposes that the planets coiiclensecl out 
of the cloud of gns and clust that forined the priinitive Sun. This tlieory 
suggests tliat the formation of planets is a natnral accoinpaliil1ielit to 
the birth of a star. Two reasons supporting this theory are that  planets 
have already been detected around several neighboring stars and tliat 
the nearly circular orbits of the plaiiets are in agreellzelit ~vitli  this 
theory. 
I n  the condensation theory both stars aiicl planets are fornlecl by the 
gravitational contraction of a cloud of gas. I f  the niass of the col- 
lapsing cloud is great enough, high teinperatnres aiicl resulting iiuulclear 
reactions will occur. I f  tlie inass of the co1lal)sing cloncl is small, 
teniperatures will be too low for nuclear reactions to occnr. The 
resulting body is a planet. 
The difficulties with tlie coiicleiisation tlieoiy lie in the fact that  it leacls 
to the prediction that the Sun slioald spin on its axis at  the rate of 
once every few hours. Acually the Sun tunls on its axis once every 27 
days. There is no convincing explanation for t,liis lack of agreeineat. 
Additionally, according to the theory, the plallets shonlcl contain a 
large fraction of tlie niass of tlie original solar cloud. Actually, the 
planets have only about one-tliousancltl1 of the inass of the Sxul. 
Finally, it is difficult to understaiicl ho~v the iiiclividnal atoins in the 
original gas cloud accuulliialated into larger boclies. 
DISCUSSION OF FORMATION OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
Tlie stucleiits are asked to propose a theory of planet forniatioii based 
on what they know about stellar forniatioii. This may be a short in- 
class ~vritten exercise. Some of the theories are then read in class and 
the pros and cons are discussecl. Iiiclnclecl in the cliscussion shoulcl be 
tlie question of why nuclear reactions take place in stars but not in 
planets. 
Tlie stucleiits are then assigiiecl the theories of solar systein formation 
as a research project. The follo~ving clay the theories are cliscussed in 
detail ancl again tlie pros ancl cons are cliscussed aiicl the consequences 
of eacli theory are cletailecl. Finally, as n  itten ten quiz each stnclent is 
asked to argae tlie case for the theory which he favors. 
B. THE SUN 
Our Sun is an average star of spectral class G2, with absolute magni- 
tude 4.2. We know the broad outlines of its nature aiid formation. 
However, tliere is much specific infor~iiation for mhicl~ we (are seeking. 
The cause of solar flares is not know11. It was fornierly thought that 
the solar mind was present only for short periods of time following 
solar flares. We now know tliak the solar wind, consisting of plasma 
(charged particles), streams out consbantly from tlie Sun at an aver- 
age velocity of 500 km/sec. We do not kno~v in detail the origin and 
composition of the solar wind. 
The Sun has a magnetic field, the lines of which are pulled out by the 
solar wind into a form like an Archimedes spiral. The direction of tlie 
magnetic lines changes periodically. NASA has investigated solar 
pl~enoinena tllrough the use of the following satellites: Mariner, 
Pioneer, OSO, IMP, and Explorer. 
C. THE MOON 
The Moo11 and the other natural satellites around the planets were 
probably formed in the sailie manlier as the planets but froill si~~aller 
condensations. Only heavy atoniic gases coulcl reiliain trapped by the 
Moon's gravitational field (argon, nlolecular weight 40 ; xenon, 1110- 
lecular weight 131). Molecula,r gases like carbon clioxide (molecular 
weight 44) would be disassociated by ultraviolet racliation, ancl con- 
stituents ~voulcl escape separately. No oceans are present, but tliere 
is evidence of some erosioii that is probably causecl by the impact of 
inicroineteorites on the surface. The deilsity of the Moo11 appears to  
be the same as the density of rocks in the Earth's crust. No magneto- 
sphere has beell detected about tlie Mooa. 
The average daytime temperature is 380" I<, ailcl tlie average niglit- 
time temperature is about 120" I<; sunset on tlie Moon takes 1 hour. 
The repeated temperature change indicates that heat is stored in the 
material of the lunar snrface and that the surface material is a goocl 
inst~lator. This discovery has lecl to predictions that the material of 
the lunar surf'ace is dust or porous rock. Closeup pictures of the ltuiar 
surface by a NASA soft-lancling space vehicle haye sho~vn that the 
surface material is granular, not mllilre soil on the Earth in 
consistency. 
Oiie of tlie iilost iiiterestiilg features of the last three Suiveyors was 
the use of an dpha-sca.tteriiig experiment to chen~icdly analyze the 
ltuiar surface. Alpha, particles from a radioactive source are directed 
into tlie surface. Most of them are bnriecl in the surface and clo notli- 
ing. But some of thein bouilce back, reflectec? by the nuclei in the atoms 
in tlie surface. The experiment was clesigiiecl so that an al~alysis of 
these reflections gave information about the com~~osition f the lunar 
surface. A magnetized bar on the foot of the spacecraft also showed 
that sonie magnetic iron is found in the surface of tlie Moon. The lunar 
surface inatei4al appears to be primarily basaltic. 
Surveyor and Lunar Orbiter spacecraft have provided extensive 
photographs of the lunar surface. These photographs have indicated 
to many scientists that there have been extensive lava flows on the 
Moon. Additioni~lly, tlle pictures have revealecl tllat the back side of 
the Moon is extensively cratered but that there are few inaiia coin- 
parecl to the side fmiiig the Earth. The followiilg is a list of NASA 
projects for exploration of the Moon : 
Ranger IV, VI, VII,  VIII ,  IX .  Lunar photography 
Surveyor I, 111, V, VI, VII. Soft la.ncling, deterinination of surface 
strength, analysis of cheinical coinpositioii ancl inagiletic properties 
of surface, lunar photography 
Explorer XXXV. Lunar orbit, collectioll of data on magnetic and 
gravitational fields, solar ~viiid, particles 
Lunar Orbiter I, 11, 111, IV, V. Lunar orbit, lunar pliotograpl~y, 
selenodesy, detection of metwroids, ineasureinent of radiation 
Apollo. Maimed exploration of the Moon 
Demonstration IV-1 THE MOON'S RELATIONSHIP TO THE EARTH AND SUN, AND LUNAR 
PHASES 
Using a Sun-Earth-Moon planetarium model, or a blackboard draxx-- 
ing, the physical of the three objects is illustratecl and 
the proper scale is explained. The teacher then establishes the day- 
night line on tlie Eaik11 and the direction of rotatioil of the Earth. The 
students should be able to show the noon ancl inidnight lilies on tlie 
Eartli inoclel, but proMeins inay result in establishing the sunset aild 
sunrise times. These inay be cleared up by selecting a point on the 
turiling Earth and showing that on one side tlie point goes froin darlc 
to light (sunrise 6 :00 a.m.), ancl on the other side the point goes froin 
light to clark (sunset 6 :00 p.m.). TVith four time-reference points on 
the Earth, the Moon can 1 1 0 ~ 7  be placecl in any position and the stu- 
dents inay predict tlie time of rise, tmnsit, and set. With the plane- 
tarium model or a sphere and light, the reason for the phase appear- 
ance inay be illustrated. 
Activity IV-2 CONFIRMATION OF MOON PHASES AND TIMES 
Selecting a day xvl~en the Moon is in the third quarter if the class 
iileets in the morning, or first quarter if the class nieets in the after- 
noon, the teacher has tlle class predict where the Moon will be in the 
sky and then t d ~ e s  thein outside to observe the Moon. I f  the lliooll can 
be alined along two objects, its daily westward' migration may be ob- 
served. Using a protractor, the approxiillate angular distance of 13" 
inay be measured. From this iiiforination tlie length of the inonC11 may 
Be calculatecl by dividing 360" by the measurement. Conr~ersely, the 
extent of migration may be predicted by dividing the length of the 
nlonth into 360". 
Demonstration IV-2 DIFFUSION OF GASES FROM LUNAR SURFACE 
I f  two gases are a t  the same temperature, the illolecules of the lighter 
gas will move faster and may achieve escape velocity for a celestial 
body. Tlle diffusion rate of a gas is directly related to inolecnlar speed. 
The reason for the departure of light gases from the surface of the 
Moon may be illustrated by the following deinoi~stratioi~. 
Gas from line 
- Glass tubing 
Water colored with ink 
Insert a one-holed stopper that has been fitted with a long piece of 
glass tubing into a porous cup. (You may wish to fasten a ruler, tape, 
or some other measuring device to the lower end of tile glass tubing 
so tllat you can ilieasure the height to 1~11ich the liquicl mill rise i11 the 
glass tubing.) Pasten the porous cup so tliat the lower end of the glass 
tubing mill be immersed in colorecl water. Attacli a long piece of 
rubber tubing to a vent in the gas line where Bunsen burners are 
ordinarily attached. Holcl a large battery jar over the porous cup. 
TVliile you I~olcl the end of the rubber tubing iiisicle tlie battery jar, 
have soiiieoile else t1u.111 oil the gas 17eit. IUlat happens as tlie gas enters 
the battery jar? Bubbles emerge froill the botto1i1 of the tube. Tnrii 
off the gas and reiliove the battery jar. Now xvliat happens? IVatel. 
rises in the tube. HOW can it be explained? 
CAUTION. Tlle gas shoulcl be turnecl off as soon as possible. If  pos- 
sible, this experiment sl~oulcl be carrieci ont uncler a hood or new an 
open 1vii1do-w. Obviously all flaii~es sliould be kept away froill these 
gas mixtures. 
Set up a hydrogen generator ancl repeat the experiment using hydro- 
gen as the gas. Does the liqnicl rise as high ~vheil the hydrogen is re- 
moved from aro~ulcl the porous cup as when gas froin the line was 
used? How do you account for the clifference? 
Demonstration IV-3 EROSION BY EXFOLIATION 
The breaking up of rock on the surface of the Moon because of rapid 
teinperature changes (exfoliation) may be illustrated by heating a 
piece of glass i11 a flaine and tllen cooling it rapidly uncler cold water. 
Demonstration IV-4 THE LUNAR SURFACE 
Pictures of the lunar surface may be displayed to t l ~ e  students with the 
opaque projector ancl the different features discussed. 
Activity IV-3 CALCULATION OF LUNAR CRATER DEPTH 
111 coi~junction with Denzonst~cctimt IT7-4, the students may calculate 
thc depth of craters if the scale of the picture ancl the Sun's angle are 
L31own. By ineasnring the leng%h of the shadow, the height of the 
crater riin lnay be calculated by the tailgent f~ulction of the Sun angle. 
height of crater rim tan 6= 
shado~v length 
D. THE PLANETS 
Planetary data in the past have been acquired by observing sunlight 
reflected froin the planetary surface, by infrarecl raciiation einittecl 
by the planets, and by radar echoes fro111 the planets. There inay be 
additional planets too snlall and too far froin the Sun to be visible to 
us at  this time. The scientific satellites of NASA have give11 us a new 
ineans of exploring the planets mlcl have provided important new 
information. 
MARS Our best i~lfornlation about Mars  as obtained through the lnission of 
Mariner IV, ~vhich flew past Mars on July 14, 1965. It took pictures 
of the surface fro111 distailces of 7400 iniles to 10,500 miles. The nlost 
arresting single phenonlenon of the entire nlission was the discovery 
of densely-paclrecl, lunar-style craters on the Martian surface. The 
Moon-like appearance of Mars indicated that its surface is  very old 
and apparently very little cl~anged. 
Atiilospheric pressure on Mars is inuch lower than was believed, ancl 
is froin 0.4 percent to 0.7 percent of Earth's pressure at  the surface. 
Carbon dioxide is probably the inajor constituent. The proportion of 
ilitrogen is very small. This thin blanket of air correlates with the 
craterecl appearance of Mars, since a dense atmosphere migl~t  have 
el~ieldecl the planet froin inost of the meteoritic impacts. No magnetic 
fielcl or radiation belt was cletectecl. 
VENUS Infornlation about Venus has been obtained by two NASA satellites, 
Mariner 11, which came withi11 21,648 iniles of Venus on December 14, 
1962, and Mariner V, wl~ich swept ~vithin 2544 nliles on October 19, 
1967. The primary objective of the 81ariner V inission was to 
obtain illforillation about the atmosphere, ionosphere, anel plasma 
environnlent of the planet. 
Coiltrary to roinailtic ideas about the planet, Veilus has a hostile, 
desert envi roa i~~ei~t ,  The surface temperature may be as higll as 
400" C. or  more, higller tllan the nlelting 110int of leacl. The atinos- 
pllere is believed to coilsist of froin 69 percent to 87 percent carboil 
dioxide, ~ ~ ~ i t l l  the other inajor constituent being nitrogen. There 
appears to be no oxygen. The atinospheric pressure is seven or eight 
tiines as great as the Earth>s pressure. The dense Venusian ntmos- 
 here is believed to act as a lens, refracting light and radio waves so 
that they circle the planet ancl may even return to where they startecl. 
Tlius if a person could stand on the surface, he might see his own 
back ill front of him. The horizoil migllt see111 to be above him, SO 
that  he ~ ~ o u l c l  seein to be stancling in a depression. There nlay be no 
 lightt time clarliness on TTenus because tlle atnlosphere bends stulligl~t 
aro~ulcl the planet. 
Soille scientists think that the clense clouds around Venus are coin- 
posed i~lostly of volcanic clust. Radar anel telescol~ic studies inclicate 
that  the atmosl~l~ere otates about 50 tiines as fast as the planet itself, 
so that  its surface is coilstantly lashed by scorching minds. Venns 
has an ionosphere, which is weal< at night and strong during the day. 
It is surro~ulclecl by a sllocli ~ ~ ~ a v e ,  lik  the Earth's magnetosl~here, 
resulting froill the illlpact of the solar ~vincl on the ionosphere. I f  
Venus has a inagiletic field, it is not stronger tllan 1/300 that  of the 
Earth. 
SOLAR SYSTEM DATA 
Diameter 
Planet (Earth= 1) 
Average 
radius 
of orbit 
(AU) 
Sidereal Period of Surface Surface tern- 
period rotation gravity perature (OK) 
(Years) (Days) (Earth= 1) Sun- Dark 
light 
Mercury-- 
Venus..--- 
Earth- - - - 
Mars----- 
Jupiter- _ _ 
Saturn- - _ 
Uranus- _ - 
Neptune.- 
Pluto---_ 
SOLAR SYSTEM DATA The above table gives the physical clata that  we have a t  present 
a b o - ~ ~ t  the solar system. The giant planets, Jupiter anel Satnru, are 
believecl to have clense atmospl1eres. The atnlospheres of Mercury 
ancl Pluto, if they exist, are probably very thin. Neptune aild Uranus 
are believed to have atmospheres, but little is known about theill. 
A question reinaining uppermost in one's inincl is whether or  not the 
planets are habitable. To answer this question, one illust first look at 
what inakes the Eai-th habitable. The follo~ving three properties of the 
Earth's atil~osphere are essential to tlze nlaiiltenance of life on Earth. 
CONDITIONS FOR Greenhouse effect : The presence of the Earth's atilzosphere results 
LIFE ON EARTH in an increase in the average temperature of the Earth froill - 20" C 
average, if there were no atmosphere, to + 20" C. This makes the clif - 
ferei~ce bet~veeil the present comfortable cliinate of the Ear th  ailcl a 
clinlate in ~vllich inost of the Earth's water ~ v o ~ ~ l c l  be always frozen. 
The reason for this heating of the Earth is that the Earth's atmos- 
phere freely passes the energy carried by visible light froill the Sun, 
while Ithe carbon dioxicle ailcl water vapor in the Earth's atnlosphere 
partially block the reradiation of the infrarecl ~~avelengths  froin the 
Earth's surface. 
W a b r  vapor trap in stratosphere : The itenlperature of the Earth's 
atrnosl~he~e r aches a mininzuin of -70" C at  10-kilonleter l~eigllt 
(the tropopause) causing water vapor to freeze to ice crystals. This 
prevents the cliffusion of water vapor to higher levels where water 
molecules ~voulcl be clissociatecl by the intense ultraviolet radiation 
allowing the freed l~yclrogeil gas to escape froin the Earth's atinos- 
phere into space. 
Absorption of ultraviolet radiation in ailcl above the stratosl~here: 
Intense ultraviolet radiation that ~ ~ l o u l d  be lethal ito life is largely 
absorbed in and above the stratosphere, by inolec~~lar dissociation 
and ionization. 
Activity IV-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PLANETS 
The students are given the clistances a i d  sizes of the planets in table 
form. The follo~ving colui~lns are left blank aild the stuclents are re- 
qirecl to fill thein in :  surface temperature, surface gravity relative to 
Eaith, atmosphere (yes or no), and periocl of revolution arouncl the 
a I\-e Sun. The students canilot enter absolute ralnes, but may use re1 t '  
values. The hypotheses of the stnclents are then cliscussecl and it is 
brought out that in order to stncly the planets, the Earth nlust be 
studiecl. The activity also s h o ~ ~ s  the student that snch basic charac- 
teristics as size ancl clistance froin the Sml inay be nsecl to preclict 
additional characteristics of the planets. 
Dei~~onstratioil IV-5 THE GREENHOUSE EFFECT 
A box of clark soil with a thennometer thrust into i t  is coverecl xvith 
a piece of glass. A strong lainp is then shoile on the box or the box is 
placecl in the sunligllt ~ult i l  the teinperature stabilizes. A seconcl box 
\~-ith thennometer, but no glass, is placed in the light. The tempera- 
Activity IV-5 
ture of the second box will stabilize at  a lower teniperature because 
the infrarecl radiatecl by the soil in the first box is trapped by the glass. 
THE EFFECT OF ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT ON LIVING THINGS 
The students prepare bacteria cultures on petri clishes. Half of the 
cultures are irracliated with ultraviolet light and the other half are 
kept as controls. Following the exposure to the ultraviolet light, 
growtli measnrements are kakeil of both sets of colonies. The effect of 
ultraviolet light on living things inay be illustratecl aiid the inll3or- 
taiice of our atmosphere discussecl. It is ozoile in the clienlosphere 
~ ~ h i c l i  is prinlarily responsible for absorlstioii of tlie ultl~aviolet light. 
It is iiiteresting to note that the presence of ozone (03 )  in tlie atmos- 
phere is causecl by tlie presence of molecular oxygen ( 0 2 ) ,  which is a 
product of photosyntliesis in green plants. 
EARTH'S Soiile scientists believe that n magnetic field, or niagiietosl~here, niay 
MAGNETOSPHERE be necessary for the clevelolsnlent of the higher forms of life. A con- 
tinuous strean1 of chargecl particles, kno~vn as the solar ~vincl, flo~vs 
out contiimously froin the Sun at  a slseecl of approximately 1 nlillioil 
nlph. When it strikes the bo~ulclary of the magnetosphere, about 40,000 
niiles from the Earth on the Sun side, a shock wave is createcl ancl the 
wind divides to flow around the magnetically protectecl cavity coil- 
tailling the Earth. The magnetosphere is blown out into space ap- 
proxiinately 3.5 niillioll iililes beyoncl the Earth into a thin tearclrop 
shape. This proteotion froin high-energy solar particles iiiay have been 
iwcessary for the evolution of higher foriiis of life on Eal.th. 
Data about the magnetosphere has been obtainecl froin numerous 
NASA satellites, including OGO I, Explorers XVI I I  and XXXII I ,  
aild especially froiii Pioneers V I  a,ilcl VIII .  
E. DATING THE EARTH 
RADIOACTIVE DECAY The atoins of certain elenleiits contain unstable nuclei which spon- 
taneously emi't particles or rays. This phenomei~on is callecl radio- 
activity. 
Sodiuni llNa23 is the iiaturally occurring isotope of sodium. Soclilull 
llNa24, ailotlier isotope, is ~uistable. I n  time, it elnits another particle, 
an electron. This electron has nothing to  do with the atoiilic or orbiting 
electrons, nor clid it exist ~~ l i th in  the nncleus until it was expellecl. 
llNa22 is also 11iistable. 111 tinle, it  will eject an aiitielectroii or positron, 
wvhich is just like an orclinary electron except tliat it has a positive 
charge. ,,NaZ3 is the only stable isotope of soclimn. 
Oxygen has three stable isotopes, and sols. The ab1uildances 
of these isotopes are 99.759, 0.037 and 0.204, res1)ectively. is 
HALF LIFE 
radioactive and emits a positron. is also radioactive and emits a 
beta particle, which is just an ordinary electron emitted from the 
nucleus. Some nuclei do not emit particles when they undergo radio- 
active processes. For example, 82Pb200, an unstable form of lead, emits 
electromagnetic radiation in the form of gamma rays. 
Radioactive decays are written in equation form, since the element 
that decays often does not stay the same. H P . ~  are some examples: 
15 howa 
,,NaZ4 -+ 12Mg24+-le0 
which means that sodium 24 decays into magnesium 24 and a beta 
particle, ~vhicll is emitted. Fifteen hours is the measure of the half 
life of llNa24. If 1 pound of sodium 24 is present now, in 15 hours 
one-half pound will be present. One-half pound of magnesium 24 
will also be present. 
Uranium decays into thorium and an alpha particle, or helium nucleus. 
Again, the alpha particle did not exist in the nucleus, but mas created 
at the time of decay. Thorium 234 is also unstable. There are 14 addi- 
tional decays until the 15th daughter element is reached. This is lead 
206, which is stable. 
The sum of the atomic weights before decay is slightly more than the 
sum of the atomic weights after decay. The slight loss in weight 
accounts for the fact that the smaller decay particle comes shooting 
from the nucleus with significant kinetic energy. Some of the mass of 
the original nucleus is converted into the energy of motion. 
An unstable or radioactive n~~cleus must eventually decay. Ho~vever, 
the radioactive forms of element Q are not necessarily as unstable 
as the radioactive forms of element L. I t  is true, therefore, that if 
equal quantities of L and Q are made now, in 1 year 90 percent of L 
may have decayed, whereas only 2 percent of Q may have decayed. 
The length of time it takes for a quantity of an unstable element to  
decay is determined by its half life, which can be determined by 
laboratory measurement. 
The half life of Na24 has been given as 15 hours. If 10 toils are made 
now, about 5 tons mill remain after 15 hours, 2% tons after another 
lBhours, and so on. After a very long time, most of the original Na2* 
mill have decayed to magnesium. 
I t  is impossible to predict exactly when a given unstable nucleus mill 
decay. Since the half-life figures are based on a statistically enormous 
sample, within ~vhich there is a distribution of values, it may be tha,t, 
in a sample of sodium 24, a certain nucleus will decay in seconds 
and another nucleus \trill decay in lo7 years. The probability of either 
of these decay times is very low for an element with a half life like 
that of sodium 24. The value of the half life is the most probable 
lifetime. 
The following graph shows the simple relationship between tinze and 
the original quantity of a substance, here labeled Q. 
HALF-LIFE DECAY 
t,-t,=half life 
t,- t, = half life 
The  discovery of radioactivity, and the half-life decay concept, has 
provided man with the tools for very accurately determining the age 
of the Earth. 
The oldest crystal rocks dated by the uraniunl lead decay technique 
are 3.3 billion years old. Urailinm and thorium dating clepends on 
the radioactive decay of urailium or thori~un into lead via a radio- 
active series. The series for ,2U238 is illustrated below. The half lives 
are expressed in years (y), clays (d), n-~iautes (in), and seconcls (s). 
RADIOACTIVE SERIES 
Atomic weight 
The age deterilliilatioil depeilcls on measuriag the relative amouilts of 
various uraniuin ailcl thoriuili isotopes in a rock by cheiliical ailcl illass 
sl)ectroscopic means. After correcting for the expected ailloullt of vari- 
ous isotopes of priillordial lead, the ratio of urani~ml parent to leacl 
claugllter isotopes indicates the time since the crystallizatioil of this 
rock. The half lives of uranium and its decay proclucts are given in the 
table. Most leacl appears to be racliogenic (of r:xclioactive origin). I n  
this ~vay,  the oldest rocl~s on the Enrtll are measurecl to be 3.3X 10" 
years old. The oldest meteol~ites are 4.6 X 10' years old. This age is as- 
s~uilecl to  represeilt the age of the Earth :ulcl solar systein. 
THE CLOUD CHAMBER 
By the use of n cloud chamber the students nlay be shonrn that  particles 
are in fact speecling away fro111 raclioactive substances. There are very 
inexpensive colnniercial cloud chambers with sources available for 
whicli alcollol ailcl Dry Ice liiust be obtained. Full instructions accom- 
pany the device. This is a clraniatic way of presenting radioactivity to 
the stuclents. Most tracks seen1 to enianate from the source, but oc- 
casionally a track  ill be observed ~vhicli conles from quite another 
direction. This is probably a cosmic ray mhicll is bonibarding the 
Earth from outer space. 
Deniol~stration IT:-O PROPERTIES OF RADIOACTIVE EMISSION 
The Geiger counter is placed in  operation ancl the students' watches 
are checkecl for radioactivity. A problenl nlay arise since some luminous 
~vatcl~es are not radioactive. (If the students do not know why some are 
not, an excellent investigatio~l activity niay be clevelopecl a t  this point.) 
The basic operation of the Geiger counter shoalcl tlleli be explained 
and conlparecl wit11 the cloucl cllainber in ternls of indirect measure- 
ment. 
The Geiger tube is then nlountecl at  one encl of the nleter stick, ancl the 
radioactive source is placecl at  a distance fro111 the tube, ~vl~icl l  gives 
a greater than midpoint reading on the meter. Various substances arc 
placed between source ancl tube, inclucling one's hancl, to determine 
l~enetratioii of particles. The hand will absorb all beta racliation. This 
can be provecl by inserting an additional :1a11d, ~vhich -will have no 
great effect on the reading. A rougll ratio of beta to gamma ]nay be 
calculated. 
At  this point, the students can measure background racliation by count- 
ing clicks for several ininutes and measuring by cottnts per minute. 
(If  tlie school Geiger counter is equippecl with earphones only, an 
anlplifier nlay be added by using a lead with a inale plug on eacli end. 
One encl is plugged into the earphone output of the Geiger counter, 
and the other into the input of a tape recorder or an amplifier. This 
procedure is easily within the capability of a scllool audiovisual 
department.) 
Sttfficient sshielcling to eliniinate beta racliation is then placecl be- 
tween the source ancl tube. A reacling is taken at  the original distance 
cl, subtracting background. This is tabulated on the blackboard 
ancl the stuclents are askecl to predict the reacling 2 4  3d, and 4d. 
The reading is then taken at  each distance and tabnlatecl. Tn-0 or three 
trials sl~ould be made. Tlle data will confirm the inverse-square Ian-. 
It is aclvisable to kno-\-\7 before class: What count or close is clan- 
gerous to hulnans? What coulit or dose is lethal to humans? How is 
radiation damaging to living tissue ? 
Activity ITT-7 SIMULATED DETERMINATION OF HALF LIFE 
Determination of tlle half life of an actual radioactive isotope re- 
quires such large amounts of expensive equipment that it is prohibitive 
in most higli schools. However, tlie followiilg activity provides tlle 
students wit11 a model of the half-life determination procedure and n 
cliallei~gii1g problem. 
Before class the teacher ]nixes by weight iron filings (atomic weight 
56) and socliui1i cllloride (molecular weight 58.5) so that the ratio of 
Fe to NaC1 is approxii~lately some integral power of 2. The students 
are tllen given the imaginary situation that salt decays into iron and 
that the resulting mixture was pure salt I' days ago. The problem is to 
determine the half life of salt. The difference in ~veigllt inay be said 
to be cansed by the departure of particles. The students must separate 
the "isotopes" using a property that one has and the other does not. 
They then must determine the half life. Iron can be separated from 
the s d t  with a magnet or the salt nlay be separated froill the iron by 
dissolution and evaporation. 
A11 alternate plan is to assign a half life to salt and ask tlie students to 
determine the age of the rock that is now coiliposed of salt and iron. 
Tlie problem niay be further complicated by the addition of sand 
as an inert substrate. 
MEASURING Nearly till scientific satellites launched by NASA have carried instru- 
RADIATION WITH nleiitatioii for the detection of radiation. Among the various kinds of 
SATELLITES radiation detectors are the followiilg basic types: Geiger-Miiller 
counter, proportional counter, ionization cllamber, channel multi- 
pliers, scii~tillators, Cereilkov detectors, cadmium sulfide cells, and 
solid-state detectors. The first detector used ~vas tlie Geiger-Miiller 
counter. From these basic types hare been developed numerous detector 
conibin a t' ions. 
F. USE OF FOSSILS TO CONFIRM THE AGE OF THE EARTH 
Fossils consist of the remains, petrified remains, or petrified impres- 
sions of organisms that lived in the distant past. They are generally 
found in sediments or sedimentary rock, and they are useful to the 
geologist in dating the strata in which they are found or in confirming 
a date that llas been obtained by radioactive means. Fossils have also 
provided almost. all of the information that we possess about evolution. 
Demo~lstration IV-7 FOSSILS 
Display fossil remains for the students to observe and, if possible, to 
hanclle. If a series of fossils showing the evolution of an organism can 
be dbtainecl, the display will be all the more valuable. 
Activity IV-8 METHODS OF FOSSIL EXTRACTION 
Have the students bring in a glass jar about one-quarter full of sand. 
Place some water and cement in each jar, and when the student has 
thoroughly mixed the three components, have him place a shell in the 
middle of the mixture. Allow the concrete to dry over the weekend, 
and then place each jar in a bag and fracture the glass with a hammer. 
The "rocks" that remain are then traded by the students, and each is 
asked to take his home and extract the "fossil" intact. This activity 
gives the student an idea of the tecl~niques used by the geologist. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
a ion. 1. Defend the condensation theory of planetary form t '  
2. Give reasons for and against tho collision tlleory of planetary 
formation. 
3. Why does the United States send inen to explore the Moon? 
4. Describe the lunar surface. 
5 .  What have recent lunar probes discovered about the Moon? 
6. What planet, other than the Earth, appears to have the nlost 
favorable cl~aracteristics for life? 
7. Why sl~ould Jupiter be considered as a possible habitat for living 
things ? 
8. What three factors in the Earth's atmosphere, other than composi- 
tion, permit life to continue on Earth. 
9. What three particles or rays are the most common radioactive 
emissions ? 
10. Explain how scientists use radioactive materials to date rocks. 
11. How are fossils used to date rocks ? 
12. TVhat is the meaning of half life ? 
13. What type of scientist woulcl you send on a inission to Mars? 
14. What kind of erosion may have taken place on the surface of the 
Moon ? 
15. What kind of erosion takes place on the surface of the Earth? 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION 
1. Do research in your school and public library on the geologic his- 
tory and age of your town or area. 
2. Plan a lunar explol~ation expedition detailing personnel ancl 
equipnlent. 
3. Consult your local newspaper for the position of the planets in the 
sky, then observe thein with a sinall telescope. 
4. Make a c l~a r t  showing tlie time of rise, transit, and set for each 
phase of the Moon. 
5. With the help of your teacher set up a cloud chamber and camera 
to take pictures of particle tracks. 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS 
LONG TIME INTERVALS (25 inin.) color Modern Learning Aids. 
A disc~~ssion of the sigiiificance of loiig time intervals with a detailed 
description of raclioactive dating arriving a t  an estiinate for the age 
of tlie Earth. Excellent film for tlie average ancl above-average high 
school student. 
T H E  SOLAR FAMILY (11 min.) coior Encyclopaeclia Britaiulica, 
Filnls. A11 introdnctory study of the plaaets-their evolution, motions, 
sizes and satellites. It describes with animated drawings the evolution 
of the solar systeiii according to the planetesimal hypothesis ancl traces 
the real and apparent motions of the planets. The planetoids, Halley's 
comet, and tlie inovement of the solar system are also describecl. Excel- 
lent fill11 for all high school students. 
PLANETS I N  ORBIT-THE LATTTS OF  ICEPLER (10 min.) b/w 
Encyclopaeclia Rritanllica Films. Traces a brief history of man's earli- 
est observation ancl beliefs about the universe. Goes on to show 1101~ 
ICepler inade three discoveries tliat rerolntionizecl nstronomy. ICepler's 
three laws are visualizecl in aninlatecl seqnences. Excellent fill11 for all 
higli school str~clents. 
T H E  EARTH I N  MOTION (11 min.) b/w Encyclopaedia. Britan- 
nica Films. Portrays the Earth as an astronomicnl body, its relation to 
the Sun and its motions. I t  presents el-idence of the Earth's spherical 
shape, axis rotation, revol~~tioa, nd inclination of its axis. Explains 
the causes of day ancl night ailcl the change of seasons. This is  a goocl 
fill11 for all lligll school stnclents. 
T H E  INTERIOR O F  T H E  EARTH (14 nlin.) color or b/w Mc- 
Graw-Hill Textfilms. Several clever demonstrations are used to ex- 
plain how scientists have learned nluch about the co~~struction of the 
Eartll's interior from seismic wave data. Introductory level. 
VIEW O F  T K E  SKY H Q  163 1967 (27 min.) color National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration. An explanation of the various his- 
torical theories of the solar system from Copenlicus tllrougll Einstein, 
wit11 a brief loolc at present day space exploration. Illustrated with 
symbolic photography and effects, the story is told from a young 
boy's point of view. 
STEPS T O  SATURN HQa 67 1962 (22 min.) color National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration. Depicts the background and de- 
velopment processes of the Saturn program. Shows the flight of the 
first Saturn launch vehicle. 
ASSIGNMENT : SHOOT T H E  MOON H Q  167 1967 (28 min.) color 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. A dramatic portrait 
of the Moon as seen tl~rougll the best of thousands of photographs 
talren by the Ranger, Surveyor, and Lunar Orbiter spacecraft. This 
film illustrates the complexity of getting detailed pictures of the Moon, 
and summarizes what nlan has learned about the Moon and how this 
new knowledge will aid manned lunar landings. The viewer travels 
across the surface of the Moon to examine in detail its features, its 
soil, and the unseen side of Earth's nearest neighbor. 
T H E  VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELTS-EXPLORING IN 
SPACE (17 min.) color Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. 
Ad&resses are listed i ? ~  tlw Appmbdix. 
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THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION OF LIFE 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
At  the conclusion of this unit the students sl~ould have the fo l lo~~i i ig  
understandings : 
1. How life niay have arisen on the Eartli 
2. The chemical coniposition of living tllings 
3. The function of the DNA molecule 
2. The possibilities for life elsewhere in  the ~iiiiverse 
5. The niechallisiiz of evolution 
6. The possibilities for intelligei~t life elsewhere in the universe 
A. A CASE FOR THE INORGANIC ORIGIN OF LIFE 
The Eartli probably began as a lifeless body of iron and rock 4.5 
billion years ago. It is not kno\vn whether the Earth was ,z moltell 
illass or a relatively cool planet at the time of its formation. Regardless 
of tlie temperature, the Earth was cleroicl of life ~~11e11 it formed. 
There are three possible explanations for the origin of life on the 
Eal%lz. 
SUPERNATURAL This theory does not yield to a sciei~tific explanat,ioii. 
ORIGIN 
LIFE BROUGHT BY No meteorite to date has positively yielded living material, 
METEORITES 
LIFE STARTING Recent advailces in scientific knowledge have shown that there is a 
FROM NONLIVING strong possibility that life started from nonliving material in a manner 
MATERIAL consistent with our knowledge of science. 
Activity V-1 DEFINING THE PROBLEM OF THE ORIGIN OF LIFE 
The students are directed to construct a niodel of the newly forniecl 
Earth and of the Earth today. This may be done physically, or 
verbally as the report of a research paper. The students are then asked 
to list the major differences between the tnro models. The presence 
of life in tlie second model brings honle the point that somehow life 
must have originated on Earth during tlie time periocl bet\veen tlie 
two nlodels. (If this activity is used as a lead into Unit V, i t  will pro- 
vide a smooth transitioii from Unit IV.) 
Activity V-2 CONFIRMING THE POSSIBILITY THAT LIFE ARRIVED ON EARTH FROM 
OUTER SPACE 
I f  life on Earth started with the arrival of organisins froin outer 
space, then, according to the fossil recorcl, tlie first orgaiiislns must 
have been bacterialike and must hal-e niacle the trip to Earth ui~cler 
extremely hostile conditions. The following activity is designed to 
test the survival capability of micro-organisms under these conclitions. 
A bacteria colony is cleveloped and t~ series of cultmre tubes are in- 
oct~lalted. One-quarter of the tubes are placecl in liquicl nitrogen for 
30 minutes, one-quarter are placed in t~ vacnum for an equal lengtli 
of time, and tlie third quarter are placed in both. The renlaiiiiilg tubes 
are used as a control. Altliougli gro~~-tl i  inay be  some^^-hat inhibited 
by the cold, all the cultures should survire the expevime~lt. The vari- 
able not taken into account is time. I n  orcler for micro-organisms to 
complete a trip froni one planet to another, vast amo~uits of time 
would be required. 
B. THE COMPOSITION OF LIVING THINGS 
THE FOUR BASIC The basic elenients that iiiake up living thiugs are carbon, liydrogen, 
ELEMENTS oxygen, and nitrogen. I n  the structures of living things, these eleiiielits 
are organized into anliiio acicls that liiil~ together to forin proteins. 
Proteins also serve as enzyines ~ ~ i i i c h  atalyze all cheinical reactions 
that take place in the organism. Since the aniiiio acicls are not only 
re;sponsible for the structure but also for tlie cheiiiical reactions of an 
organism, they are coiisiderecl the basic builcling blocks of living 
things. There are approvii~iately 20 clifl'ereiit kiilcls of ailiiiio acids usecl 
by all living things. There inay appear in a protein in any n ~ m b e r  or 
sequence. Tlie sequence cleteriniiies the type of protein. 
Demonstration V-1 THE PRESENCE OF CARBON IN ALL LIVING THINGS 
Various food items are selected by the teacher or students and heated 
in a frying pall until they are 'Lburneil to a crisp." I11 all cases the 
objects will turn black, indicating the presence of carbon. A mag- 
nesium ribbon may be burned as a control. This will produce a white 
oxide. It may then be pointed out that living things contain hydrogen, 
oxygen, and nitrogen as well as carbon. 
Activity V-3 STRUCTURAL PROTEIN 
Select several food materials and have the students guess or deter- 
mine with a microscope which ones are cellular. Tl~eea have thein look 
up whether or not the cellular foods provide protein. 
Activity V 4  
Activity Tr-5 
ACTION OF AN ENZYME 
The enzyme in saliva breaks do~vn starch illto sugar. Have the stu- 
dents chew crackers until the taste changes. They will find that even- 
kually the cracker begins to taste sweet. I f  a cracker is tested for sugar 
with Benedict's solution, tlle result mill be negative. However, if 
ailother cracker is tlloroughly mixed ~vi th  saliva and then tested, tlie 
result will be positive. The starch has been broken down by the enzyme 
in the saliva. 
PROVING THE EXISTENCE OF PROTEIN IN LIVING THINGS 
The students are instructed to bring in pieces of cellular food, either 
meat or vegetable. A small piece of tlle food is placecl in a test tube 
and a few drops of nitric acid are added. The tube is heated over a 
small flanie and then the acid is poured off. A few drops of ainnioni.un~ 
hydroxide are added to tlie ren~aining piece of food, ancl a color cllange 
to green indicates the presence of protein. Other suitable controls 
should unclergo the same procedure. 
C. THE DNA MOLECULE 
THE DNA CODE Proteins are assei~lbled in the cells accordiilg to a code which is 
"written" illto :I nucleic acid in the nucleus of each cell. Nucleic acids 
are inade up of a sequence of nucleotides. There are only five nucleo- 
tides, but they can be arrangecl and may appear any nui~iber of tiines 
in one sequence. The iliost important nucleic acid is deoxyribonucleic 
acid (DNA). 
The DNA controls the manufacture of protein. Free iiucleotides lint 
up along a segnlei~t of tlie DNA inolecule to forin a replica of the seg- 
ment. This replica then detaches froin the DNA. I t  coiitains the code 
for the assen~bly of the protein, ~vhicll is accoinplishecl when a spe- 
cific interinediate i~lolecale carrying an aniiilo acid links np ~vitll the 
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replica along tlie chain. The lineup of amino acids then links to forill 
the protein. The asseillbled protein detaches itself and illoves off into 
tlie cell. 
The DNA has the ability to replicate itself, and since it provides the 
code for the structure aild fuiictioii of the cell, this code is traiisinitted 
to the daughter cells during mitosis. 
Each living organisin has is own set of DNA inolecules and so each 
orgaiiisnl produces its onrll protein st i~~ctures and enzymes. Tlie struc- 
tures and enzymes give the organism its characteristics ; therefore the 
DNA determines tlie characteristics of tlie organisnl ancl its offspring. 
THE DNA MOLECULE 
Obtain a picture or drawing of the DNA molecule. Using Styrofoam 
or clay balls and wire, have tlie st.~xdelits coastn~ct a segment of the 
DNA molecule. For a variation you can clip the molecule in half, with 
pliers, at  the center bands a i d  have two teains of studelits reassemble 
each side of tlie molecule to show how it replicates. Tlie two new 
molecules should be idelltical, but if a mistal<e has been made it may be 
pointed out as a possible mutation. 
D. THE PRIMORDIAL ORIGIN OF LIFE 
AMINO ACIDS AND Amino acids and nucleotides liave been produced in tlie laboratory 
NUCLEOTIDES from constituents of a primitive atnlosphere. Stailley Miller in 1952 
produced amino acids from aininonia (NH,), methane (CH,), water 
vapor (H,O), and hydrogen (H,) by circulating the gases through 
an electrical discharge. Nucleotides liave been produced in the lab- 
oratory in a similar manner. Botli liave been produced using ultra- 
violet light, heat, and boinbardment by alpha particles. Cyril Pon- 
namperuma of the NASA Ames Research Center reported in 1964 of 
investigations undertaken to syntliesize the constituents of the nncleic 
acid and protein n~olecules. The results showed that under primitive 
Earth conditions, inolecules of biological significance can be synthe- 
sized. Amino acids and nucleotides procluced by natural phenomena 
over a period of millions of years iilay liave accttinulated i11 the ocean 
until a chance coinbination foriiled a replicating molecule that may be 
called living. 
THE ORIGIN OF LIFE 
Have the stxtdents constr~~ct an iillagiilary model of the primitive 
Earth just after fornlation. Be sure that the model shows the gases 
preseiit, tlie teiliperat~~re, and the fact that the laclr of ozone illeailt that 
ultraviolet light was reaching the surface of the Earth. When the 
students have completecl the model, read to them an account of Miller's 
experiment. 
E. EPFE ON OTHER PLANE,TS 
The following is a list of possible life-bearing objects within our solar 
system. After the name of each, the major arguments for or against 
the existence of life are given. 
MOON 
MARS 
VENUS 
JUPITER 
The surface of the Moon has a great temperature fluctuation from 
night to  day. Also there is no water on the surface. Below the lunar 
surface the temperature may be warm enougli, but there is no water in 
which the molecules can come together. 
Parts of Mars cliaage color with the seasons. This phenomenon may 
be caused by vegetation or by an inorganic mineral. There is little 
water and very little atmosphere. The temperaturn appears to be suit- 
able for life. 
Evidence indicates that water vapor is not present. Because of tlie 
greenhouse effect the temperature may be as high as 400" C (Unit 
IV) . The pressure may be extremely high, up to 8 Earth atnlospheres. 
Jupiter has tlie salile gases as those used in Miller's experiment. 
Radio information indicates that electrical discharges are taking 
place. There is a regon whicli has the proper temperature for life 
about 20 kilometers below tlie top of the clouds. I f  life exists on 
Jupiter, tlie organisms are probably very small, since organism size 
is probably inversely proportional to the strength of gravity. 
ALL OTHER PLANETS The other planets in the solar system may reasonably be eliminated 
on the basis of temperature alone. 
The best way to look at tliis problem is to consider our galaxy as repre- 
sentative of all galaxies. According to the above theory of the origin 
of life on Earth, life mill occur given favorable pla~ietaiy conditions 
and a very long period of time. The first billion years of the Earth's 
history were probably required for life to form. This elimiliates all 
plan& around stars larger than the Sun, since the star ~vould not have 
lived long enough to produce life (Unit 111). Stars whicli are smaller 
than the Sun can support life on planets that are at about the same 
distance as the Earth. Recent astrolloniical data have indicated that 
many stars have planets around them. If  one Sun-like star in 1 million 
has a planet that is a t  tlie same distance from the star as the Earth is 
from the Sun, theli in our galaxy alone there would be 100,000 planets 
with conditions similar to those on Earth. There are billions of gal- 
axies. The chalices of life occurring elsewhere appear very great. 
F. THE EVOLUTION OF HIGHER FORMS OF EPFE 
THE EARLIEST The earliest knovn forms of life are fossilized bacteria foulid in rocks 
KNOWN FORMS about 2 billion years old, alid remains of sinlple plants, also 1 or 2 
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billion years old. The first 3 billion years of the Earth's history are a 
blank chapter in the book of life. Six hundred million years ago, a t  the 
start of the Ca.mbrian era, the fossil record explodes into a profusion 
of living forms. Somewhat later, about 400 million years ago, nearly 
all the major divisions of animal life which exist on Earth today made 
their appearance in the fossil record. A line of ascent can be traced in 
the rocks from the earliest forms through the jawless fish to true fish, 
amphibians, and reptiles. About 60 million years ago, a type of small 
tree-dwelling mammal, resembling the modern tree shrew, tarsier, and 
lemur started a line of evolutionary development which led to the 
monkey, the ape, and the ancestor of modern man. 
Each organism reproduces its own kind. The characteristics of the 
parents, that is, the genetic information, are carried to the offspring by 
exact replicas of the parent's DNA. According to this picture, living 
things should never change. But occasionally there is a mistake and 
the offspring is slightly different. Tlie mistakes are called mutations. 
Mutations may also be produced by exposure to radiation. If the muta- 
tion is unfavorable, the offspring may never reproduce. If, however, 
the mutation is favorable, the offspring may succeed and reproduce, 
transmitting the favorable characteristic to its offspring and so on until 
the characteristic becomes established in the species after many 
generations. 
A process exists in nature that has molded tlie forms of living orga- 
nisms and guided the path of evolutionary development as surely 
as gravity molds the shapes and orbits of stars and planets. This is 
the process of natural selection, proposed by Darwin in 1859 wit11 the 
publication of tlie Origin of Species. According to his theory, a. single 
form of life evolves and possibly divides into several forms. Those 
forms which are poorly adapted for survival die out in subsequent 
generations. Those which are well adapted for survival continue for 
many generations to fill particular niches in the physical environment. 
Most of the forms of life can be understood with the help of the Dar- 
winian theory. Tlie story revealed by the fossil record is one of con- 
tinual change and improvement, for only the improved forms of life 
survive sufficiently to leave a fossil record. 
EVOLUTION 
Take a field trip to a museum of natural history. Require a report 
from each student on the development of a species of organism through 
the evolutionary process. Have the class ina.ke a geological calendar 
showing the development of each organism selected tlirougli the history 
of the Earth. Many students may find that organisms that are vastly 
different today have come from common ancestors. 
G. THE POSSIBILITY OF INTELLIGENT LIFE ELSEWHERE IN THE UNIVERSE 
The physical laws observed on the Earth are probably the same 
throughout tlie universe. If life originated on other planets, natural 
selection has taken place. Given enough time, intelligent life is a 
natural consequence. It is hard to conceive of life occurring on all 
favorable planets at  the same time, or of evolution taking place at  the 
same rate. Therefore, there may be many planets behind us in evolution. 
Conversely, many societies may be far ahead of us. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. What are the primary elements of life ? 
2. What is the abundance of these elements compared to others in 
the universe ? 
3. What sources of energy may have helped these chemicals get 
organized into organic molecules? 
4. What organic molecules are tlie ftuiclnmental building blocks of 
life? 
5. What is the role of DNA in reproduction ? 
6. What is the role of DNA in evolution? 
7. Defend or attack ~vitli evidence that life may exist elsewhere in the 
universe. 
8. How does ecology contribute to evolution? 
9. Give a case for the ability of life to spread througliout the universe. 
10. I f  life occurs elsewhere, will higher forms evolve? 
11. How would you attempt to communicate with intelligent beings 
from another planet ? 
12. Describe Miller's experiment which indicated possible patllways 
for $lie origin of life. 
13. How does DNA replicate? 
14. What functions do proteins perform in living things? 
15. What is the difference between one protein and another ? 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPIIORATION 
1. Start an aquarium in your classroom to observe the interrelagion- 
ships of life forms. 
2. Build a DNA molecule to show how i t  reproduces. 
3. Seleot two different animals and trace them back to a common 
ancestor. 
4. Collect materials on current research on the origin of life and write 
a report. 
5. Develop with other members of the class a system of communication 
that might be used to communicate with inkelligent beings from 
another planet. 
AUDIOVISUAL AIDS 
STORY IN THE ROCKS (19 inin.) color Shell Oil Co. An elemen- 
kary introduction to paleontology that sl~o\vs how scientists are able 
to reconstruct the nature of life on Earth millions of years ago from 
fossils that have been preserved in rocks. This is a good film for 
average high school students. 
THREAD OF LIFE (60 min.) color Bell Telephone Co. Film relates 
the history and progress of genetics and cliscusses recent findings on 
genes, chromosomes, and DNA. Excellent film for the average high 
school studenk. 
GENE ACTION (16 min.) color Encyclopaedia Britannica Films. 
Laboratory denlonstrations and effedive animated diagrams are com- 
bined to illustrate the structure of DNA, to show how DNA replicates 
itself, and to explain how khe DNA code deterinines the strucrture of a 
cell's proteins. 
NATURAL SELECTION (16 min.) color Ei~cyclop~eclia Britiulnica 
Films. This film reports on three important experiments concerning 
t.lle role of natural seleotion in evolution. 
(1) A study of bird predation as a factor in the survival of variant 
species of moths. 
(2) A study of natural selection among plant populations. 
(3) A program to investigate the development or resistance among 
mosquitoes to modern insecticides. 
Excellen% film for all high school students. 
Addresses are listed in the Appendim, 
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Watson, James D. : MOLECULAR BIOLOGY O F  T H E  GENE. W. 
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cell, genetic structure and arrangemelit, DNA synthesis and probin 
synthesis. There is a strong chapter on tlie biological vie~v on genetic 
causes of cancer. 
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MOTION, ROCKETS, AND GRAVITTI 
UNDERSTANDINGS TO BE DEVELOPED 
A t  the conclusion of this unit the student should have the following 
~ulderstandings :
1. Icepler's lams of planetary nlotion 
2. Newton's three laws of motion 
3. The physics of artificial Ear th  satellites 
4. The characteristics of rockets 
5. The fundamental properties of gravity 
A. THE WORK OF GALILEO, 16TH CENTURY 
I n  the 16th and 17th ceaturies, Galileo experimentally investigated 
uniformly accelerated motion, partic~larly the nlotions of falling 
bodies. He made a vital contribution to the lunrs of motion by shifting 
emphasis from speed to acceleratiol~ and by establishing the quantita- 
tive Ia1v of motion for acceleration under a consta~lt force. 
The rate of change of speed of a moving object is cttlled its ncceleratio~i. 
Activity VI-1 
For a falling body, the acceleration is constant if air resistance is 
neglected. The velocity attained depends upon the time elapsed. 
When acceleration is uniform, the distance an object falls increases 
as the square of the time. 
BEHAVIOR OF FALLING BODIES 
The students drop balls from the classroom window and time the 
descent. The ball should fall at  least two stories to accurately determine 
the time. Using their data, they calculate the height of the window and 
then check i t  by lowering a weighted string and measuring it. 
B. THE WORK OF NEWTON, 17TH CENTURY 
LAWS OF MOTION 1. Every body continues in its state of rest or of uniform motion in 
a straight line, unless it is compelled to change that state by forces 
impressed. 
2. An object is accelerated in proportion to the forces applied. The 
force required depends liuon the quantity of matter ~vhich the 
object contains. 
Fcxma 
Newton introduced the term "mass" as a measure of the quantity 
of matter. Note that Newton's second lam of rnotiorl sets accelera- 
tion proportional to applied force, whereas Aristotle's lam had set 
speed proportional to force. 
3. To every action there is opposed an equal reaction. 
Demonstration VI-1 NEWTON'S FIRST LAW OF MOTION 
Newton's first law may be deinoilstratod by giving an object oil a desk 
a push so that it will slide along and beyond the desk top. I f  it did not 
have a tendency to continue in a straight line, i t  would fall straight 
downward. The fact that an object has a tendency to  reinain a t  rest 
may be deillonstrated by the old parlor trick of pulling a piece of 
cloth or paper out from under a glass of water. 
Demonstration VI-2 NEWTON'S SECOND LAW OF MOTION 
Ne~~ton 's  seconcl law inay be demonstrated by placing students of ob- 
viously different mass in chairs and having students of about the same 
strengtll push them. The lighter ones will be acceleratecl faster. 
Demonstration VI-3 NEWTON'S THIRD LAW OF MOTION 
Reinove the horn from a 5-, lo-, or even 15-pound CO, fire extin- 
guisher, leaving the brass nozzle or coupling. The participant stands 
on roller skates or oil a small stout board, 10 inches wide and 1.5 to 2 
feet long, on whicl~ are four ball-bearing ~vheels. The rider holds the 
extinguisher so that the nozzle is llorizontal and aiined opposite to 
the desired direction of motion. On a. snlooth floor, even a few blasts 
will readily cleinonstrate Ne~vton's third law. BE CERTAIN THAT 
NO ONE IS STANDING I N  T H E  PATH O F  T H E  ESCAPING 
GL4S. T H E  VELOCITY AND PRESSURE ARE TRERIENDOUS, 
AND AN E Y E  INJURY COULD RESULT. 
C. THE PHYSICS OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES 
ORBITAL VELOCITY It is in theory possible that a cannon could be inade wit11 such 
~OTT-er  that if it were placecl on the top of a motultain wit11 its barrel 
directed horizontally, the ball fired froill i t  ~vot~ld travel around the 
Earth ~vithout striking the grounlcl. The con~bination of for~varcl mo- 
tion and clowii~vard cleflection produced by gravity ~voulcl curve the 
path of the projectile into n circular orbit around theEarth. From the 
relationsl~ip 
coines the expression 
(See Sec. VI-G.) The expression can be used to calculate the speed 
of a satellite liloving in a circular orbit arouncl theEarth at a certain 
clistailce IZ froill the Eart.11'~ center. 
I f  a satellite is launched ~vith a speecl that is insufficient to keep i t  in 
circular orbit, it  ~vill fall back and either strike the ground or be 
bunlecl by friction in the dense air of the lower atmosphere. If a satel- 
lite is Iamlched wit11 a speecl greatly in excess of the proper one, it will 
leave the Earth altogether. 
Tlle JIooil is circling the Earth at a speed of 2280 1111111, wl~ile a satel- 
lite orbiting 100 iniles above the surface of the Earth requires a speed 
Activity 1'1-2 
of 17,500 mph. Al tho~~gh  the speed requireci to place a satellite in orbit 
ciiminishes as the altitude of the orbit increases, it sl~onlci not be con- 
cluded that the task of orbiting a satellite is simplified by going to 
greater heights. More energy is lost in raising the satellite higher 
against the pull of gravity than is gained ill the recluctioil of thc for- 
ward speed required. 
CALCULATION OF ORBITAL VELOCITY 
Calculate the speed required to place a satellite in a lorn orbit 100 
miles above the Earth's surface. 
ME=5.97X loP7 grams 
R E  =6.53X108 cm 
6.67X cm3 G =  gram sec 
Substituting these values in the above formula, we obtain: 
=7.81X106 cm/sec 
=4.85 mps= 17,500 mph 
Similar calculations should be made by the students for different 
altitudes in order to determine the relationship betu~een altitude 
and orbital velocity. 
D. PERIODS OF SATELLITES 
THE SIDEREAL We find a satellite's sidereal period by dividing the distance traversed 
PERIOD in one trailsit of the orbital path by the orbital speed. The sidered 
period ignores the rotatioil of the Earth and is the orbital period as i t  
would be observed from a point far out in space. 
27rR T=-t v since V= JF 
If both sides of this equation are squared, it can be recognized as 
I<eplerls third law: T2cc R3 
Inserting the mass of the Earth for A4 and chailgiilg the units to 
express T in minutes and R in miles, the formula becomes 
If the orbital radius is 4060 miles, T is 87 minutes, or approximately 
1): hours. At  the distance of the Aloon, R=239,000 miles, and T is 
about 39,600 n~inutes or 27): days. For a 24-hour period the orbital 
radius is 22,300 miles. A satellite in such an  orbit is called synchronous 
because i t  has the same period as the Earth's rotation. 
CALCULATION OF ORBITAL PERIOD 
Calcnlate the sidereal periods of the orbits of the satellites in  Activity 
VI-2. 
COMPUTATION OF ALTITUDE FOR SYNCHRONOUS SATELLITE 
Satellites sue11 as Syncom and Early Bird are in  syncllronous orbits. 
If such a satellite is moving east over the equator, i t  appears to stay 
over one position on the Earth, since its period is equal to the rota- 
tional period of the Earth. By  solving for R the period equation given 
above, we obtain the fol1011-ing equation, in ~vhich T=24 hours. 
(The correct answer is R=26,260 miles, which represents an altitude 
of 22,300 miles above the surface of the Earth.) 
THE SYNODIC Tlle time betn-een successive passes over a given meridian of longitude 
PERIOD is the synodic period. If the satellite is moviilg east, i t  mast make 
more than one full circle of the Earth to catch the meridian, and the 
syilodic period will be greater than the sidereal period. If the satellite 
is moving n-est; the synodic period is less than the sidereal period. 
The computation of the synodic period is beyond the scope of this 
discussion. 
E. SHAPES OF ORBITS, ESCAPE VELOCITY 
When a satellite travels in an elliptical orbit, the point closest to 
the center of the Earth is called the perigee, 11-l~ile the point farthest 
froni the center is called the apogee. 
If a satellite is to overconle the gravitational force of the Earth and 
become n space probe, i t  must achieve or surpass a certain nliilimunl 
velocity. 
21146 17=JR=pJF 
R4inimum escape velocity is apl)roximately 1.41 times circular orbital 
velocity at the altitude involved. 
I n  the case of the Earth, escape velocity is 24,800 mp11 a t  the Earth's 
surface. 
ESCAPE VELOCITY 
H a r e  the students calculate the escape velocities from the different 
planets. When the velocities hare  been tabulated, compare them 113th 
the atmospheric data in Unit IV. (Planets \\-it11 1011- escape velocities 
caililot hold dense atmosplleres.) 
F. LAUNCH VEHICLES 
PROPULSIO~~ KO demonstrations or activities have been suggested for the fo l lo~~~ing  
sectioil on rockets. HOII-ever, an overall activity of building and 
la~ulching model rockets is recommeilded as a l>rogram during any 
instruction on rockets. Nothing can take the place of a program of this 
nature for developing enthusiasm and interest. For a nlodest invest- 
ment the materials may be obtained, including instructions and safety 
procedures for launch sites. Persons interested in model rocketry can 
obtain illformation and ilanles of distributors of supplies from the 
K'ational Association of Rocketry, 1239 Vernloilt Avenue, N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005. 
Caution: A great ilumber of accideilts resulting in the perlllaneilt 
111aiming of cllildren hal-e occurred fro111 attempts to rnis rocket fuel. 
Students should not be permitted to lnis fuels. Solicl propellant 
prepacked engines are available commercially. These engines are 
completely safe if llailclled according to instructions packed 11-ith 
each engine. 
Liquid or solicl fuel is bunled in the interior of the rocket ancl  con^-erted 
into hot gtis, I\-hich escapes through the ilozzle and supplies the 
motive force of the rocket. Since rockets operate outside of tlie atmo- 
sphere, they carry their oxidizer \\-it11 them, usually in the form of 
liquid oxygen (lox) at a very lo\\- temperature (belo\\- - 120' C). 
As hot gases stream out of the nozzle of a rocket, they push back on 
the rocket casing and propel it forward. If air is present, the flow of 
gases out of the nozzle is impeded and becomes less effective in 
propelling the rocket forward. 
The rocket is propelled away from the site of the launch at  a speed 
that is dependent on the ratio of the mass of the exhaust gases to 
the total mass of the rocket and unburned fuel and on the velocity 
of the exhaust gases. 
PROPULSION The actual speed attained is not as great as the momentum formula 
EQUATION indicates. This is because the push of the burning gases accelerates 
the rocket casing and, in addition, the remaining unburlled fuel and 
oxygen. The actual speed may be calculated by using the follo~ving 
expression developed with the aid of the calculus: 
For a rocket which is 90 percent fuel, the velocity works out to 2.3 
times the velocity of the exhaust. If the propellant is kerosene and 
liquid oxygen, the gases exhaust at a speed of about 6300 rnph 
yielding a rocket speed of 2.3)<6300=14,500 mph. This is an insuf- 
ficient speed for orbiting or escaping the Earth. 
One way of increasing the rocket speed is by improving the mass ratio, 
that is, the ratio of the rocket plus fuel to the weight of the empty 
rocket. A large improvemei~t i11 mass ratio is gained by  dividing the 
rocket into two, three, or four stages that can be dropped off succes- 
sively as their fuel is exhausted. The burn-out velocities of the separate 
stages are added to get the final velocity. Since the velocity depends 
on the natural logarithm of the mass ratio, one can sho~v from the 
prol)erties of logaritlin~s that the sum of the logarithms of the ratios 
is equal to the logarithm of the product of the ratios. The Saturn V, 
for example, rnhe~l oaded with a payload of 45 toils, has mass ratios 
for stages 1, 2, and 3 of 3.68, 3.13, and 3.09, respectively. The product 
gives a total mass ratio of 35.6. This mass ratio makes l~ossible a 
rocket speed, neglecting gravity and air drag, of 32,000 mph. 
HIGH-ENERGY NASA is no~v using liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen in the upper 
PROPELLANTS stages of such vehicles as the Saturn IB, Saturn V, and the 
Centaur. This conlbiilation increases exhaust velocity by  one-third or 
more. The nuclear engine uilder development will exhaust heated 
hydrogen at twice the velocity of the oxygen-hydrogen combination. 
For future nlissions into deep space, arc jet and ion engines will provide 
very high exhaust velocities. Since the number of particles emitted 
will be relatively small, the thrust will be small. But these engines 
can operate for long periods of time. A spacecraft far from the 
Earth's gravitational field when pushed by these engines will accelerate 
slo~vly, but mill eventually reach a tremendous velocity. 
G. GRAVITY AND PLANETARY MOTION 
The following is presented in outline form for supplementary use by 
advanced students. No attempt has been niade to outline demonstra- 
tions or activities. The material is first treated historically, and then 
exercises in gravity are provided. 
PLANETARY 1. Alphonse Borelli, 17th century 
PHYSICS-HISTORY The attractive force of gravity is exerted by the Sun on the 
planets, and bends their paths into ellipses. 
2. Robert Hooke, 17th century 
Gravity acts on the Moon, the planets, and all celestial bodies. 
3. Tycho Brahe, 16th century 
Provided very accurate observational data for the positions of 
the planets and other celestial bodies. 
4. Johannes Kepler, 17th century 
Analyzed Brahe's data on the positions of the planets and 
derived three general laws of planetary motion. 
a. The orbit of each planet is an ellipse with the Sun a t  one 
focus. Icepler was the first astronomer to overthrow the circle 
and the epicycle, and establish tlie ellipse as the correct 
description of the motion of the planets. 
b. The radius vector sweeps over equal areas in equal intervals 
of time. A planet moves fastest when i t  is closest to the Sun 
and slowest when it is at its greatest distance in its elliptical 
orbit. 
c. The ratio of the cubes of the seniiniajor axes of the orbits of 
any two planets is equal to tlie ratio of the squares of their 
periods. 
EXERCISES I N  
GRAVITY 
d. The Earth is 93 million miles from the Sun, and revolves 
about the the Sun in 365.25 days or approximately 32 million 
seconds. Mars is 142 million miles from the Sun, or roughly 
1.53 times farther than the Earth. Since T2ccR3, we have 
T2 (Mars) R3 (Mars) 
- = (1.5)3=3.55 
T2 (Earth) R3 (Earth) 
and 
T (Mars) - 
= 2/3.55=1.88 
T (Earth) 
Hence, the Martian year is 1.88 times the length of a year on 
the Earth, or approximately 687 days. 
5. Isaac Newton, 17th century 
a. A planet or my object moves in a straight line unless a force 
deflects i t ;  therefore, a force must act on the planets to keep 
them circling around the Snn and a force must act on the 
Moon to keep it circling around the Earth. 
b. The force of gravity that the Earth exerts on objects at its 
surface is identical with the force attracting the Moon to 
the Earth and the planets to the Sun. 
c. The gravitational force of attraction between any two objects 
of masses m and A&, separated by a distance R, is : 
6. Combine the law of universal gravitation wit11 the second law 
of motion and derive the value of the orbital velocity of a planet 
at a distance R from the Sun: 
v= Jy (as before) 
1. The derivation of the inverse-square law of gravity from Keplerls 
third law is among the most important calculations ever per- 
formed in the history of science. 
a. The second law of motion is F=ma, with F being the force 
acting on a planet, m its mass, and a its acceleration in motion 
around the Sun. Ne\vton set for himself the task of deter- 
mining the force by deducing the acceleration from observa- 
tions on the motion of the planet. 
b. For a body moving in a circular orbit, the centripetal acceler- 
ation is equal to the velocity squared divided by the radius 
of the circle. 
v2 
a ~ = ~  
d. For a body moving in a circular orbit 
Distance around the orbit 2rR v=- -- A 
Time of one circuit T 
e. Thus, 
mv2 m4r2R2 F=--- 
R - RT2 
f. IZepIer's third law states that T2= C R3 
g. Substituting T2 in expression (e) above we find 
The force holding a planet in orbit falls off as the square of 
the distance R to the sum. 
2. Calculate the acceleration of a falling object near the Earth's 
surface and the acceleration of the Moon toward the Earth. 
a. As shown in Sec. VI-A, d=%at2 
A measurement of d and t will yield a. If me let a body 
fall 16 feet, the time required is found to be 1 second. Then 
At the surface of the Earth gravitational acceleration is all- 
proximately equal to 32 ft/sec2. 
b. The acceleration of the Moon toward the Earth can be calcu- 
lated by using the expression 
v2 
a = ~  
2rX 2391000 miles= 0.64 rniles/sec=3380 ft/sec 
'= 27.3)<86,400 sec 
c. The ratio of the Moon's acceleration tomard the Earth to 
the acceleration of gravity near the Earth's surface is 
d. If the inverse-square law is applicable, the predicted ratio 
is 113600. This is true because 
GMm $'=----=ma R2 
Thus, the acceleration of any body toward the Earth should 
vary inversely as the square of the distance between the body 
and the center of the Earth. The radius of the Earth is about 
3960 miles. The center of the Moon is about 239,000 miles from 
the center of the Earth. If the inverse-square law is universally 
applicable, the force of the Earth's gravity on the Moon will be 
weaker than on objects a t  the Earth's surface in the ratio of 
(3960/239,000)2, or one part in 3600. 
Wit11 the fact kliat the value of g at the location of the Moon is 
0.0089 ft/sec2 (very sinall compared with 32 ft/sec2 at the surface 
of tlie E a h l ~ ) ,  it can be verified that it mould take the Moo11 a 
little niore than 15 seco~ids to  move 1 foot tomard tlie Earth, if it 
were stopped in its orbit and allowed to fall. 
SAMPLE QUESTIONS 
1. An object accelerating a t  16 in/sec2 froili rest will take llo~v loilg 
to travel 200 meters? 
2. A stone dropped into a well on the Earth requires 4.5 secoilds to 
reach the bottom. How deep is the well ? 
3. How lllaily ile\vtoiis are required to accelerate a 100-lrilogram lnass 
at the rate of 20ni/sec2 ? 
4. The Earth is 1.5 X los kilometers froiii thesun. What is the mass 
of the Sun, if the period of the Earth is 1 year? 
5. Wliat is the mass ratio of a rocket which is 95 percent hardware? 
6. What is the altitude of a satellite which has a period of 24 hours? 
7. A 4000-ne\vton force is exerted on a 120-kilogram object for 1 min- 
ute. What is the final velocity of the object? 
8. What is the acceleration caused by gravity on the surface of tlie 
Moon? 
9. Wliat is the escape velocity from Jupiter ? from Mars? 
10. State Newton's three laws. 
11. Describe how each of Newton's laws applies to a rocket launcli. 
12. Explain how an astronaut is weightless in orbit. 
13. Explain why the Moon has no atmosphere and Jupiter has a very 
dense one. 
14. Wliat is the ineailiiig of synchronous orbit? 
15. What experimental advantages ~vould a physicist have on the 
Moon ? 
PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS FOR FURTHER EXPLORATION 
1. Coliceive an orbital niissioii and design a rocket for the mission. 
2. Research the history of tlie laws of motioii from ailcient times to 
tlie present. Present a report on your fincliags. 
3. Write a story concerlling the effects of a clifferent grarity on future 
astronauts. 
4. Build a model of a NASA spacecraft. 
5. Research the effects of relatirity on Ne~~tonian physics ancl pre- 
sent a report to tlie class. 
6. Investigate the effects of the Moon's reclucecl gravity, one-sixth 
of Earth grarity, on pllysical or athletic activity on the Moon. 
7. Make a list of the various satellites that have beell put into syii- 
chronous orbits, such as Syaconl, Early Bird, and ATS. Whnt 
practical benefits may result from the use of such satellites? 
8. List and describe briefly the various major NASA latulch vehicles. 
9. Write a paper about propulsioil systems based on nuclear or elec- 
tric power. 
10. Write a paper about the problems involved ill making a space trip 
lastiag months or years to another star system. 
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